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Legal:

A lot of this draws on Dungeons & Dragons, and the book "PIHKAL" by Alexan-
der and Ann Shulgin. Because of the current legal controversies on the Web 
around fair use, because of the questionable authorship and ownership status of 
fan fiction, and because this falls somewhere between fan fiction and fair use, I 
really don't know how much of this content I can actually copyright. In fact, in the 
current legal climate, I wouldn't be surprised if well-informed legal professionals 
could hold differing opinions on the legal ownership of this work. I myself am not 
sure whether this book enriches the Dungeons & Dragons canon, hijacks it for 
subversive purposes, or attacks it with satire.

However, I am not trying to steal anything from any of my inspirations, and anyone 
who has any legitimate, serious concerns can contact me immediately at my web 
sites and expect total compliance with the law. As for all the content here which I 
can legitimately claim ownership of, it is copyright Giles Bowkett 2001 and 2002, 
and I'm releasing it under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial No-
Derivatives license, which permits unrestricted non-commercial distribution, and 
prohibits both alteration and commercial distribution.

Introduction:

This is the only draft I currently have of a novel I worked on in 2001 and 2002. 
Updated versions with additional chapters are sitting somewhere in Pecos, New 
Mexico, on one of several hard drives. I don't remember what was different in the 
later versions, but I do remember that I changed one character's name. In the later 
versions , the pirates didn't name the monkey Jabber; they named him Buttfuck.

I decided Buttfuck the monkey was more piratical than Jabber the monkey, which 
seems wimpy, hokey, and un-pirate-worthy to me now. There's a section missing 
where the pirates actually do the naming, but I'm not going to rewrite it, because if 
I started that, I'd rewrite the whole thing. Since I'm not rewriting it, I have to keep 
Jabber. You can introduce a name like Jabber in passing, but when a character is 
named Buttfuck, you kind of have to go into detail about that, and that detail is 
missing.

Since the book was never finished, I include a very brief overview of the rest of 
the story at the end.
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Also, although I'm now a Ruby programmer, the ship wasn't named after the lan-
guage. I didn't start using Ruby until years after writing this. Similarly, I wrote this 
before any of the "Pirates of the Caribbean" movies. The pirates having a pet mon-
key was (at the time) my own relatively original idea.

Anyway - please enjoy!
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Chapter 1

I was born in a small village upriver from Vorannil Koth. My father died while I was 
still young, and my mother brought me to the seaside city in order that we might 
better survive. Without a man to protect us, the regions upriver might have been 
dangerous; and she had family here, cousins and a sister who worked as milliners 
in the great mansions of the city's Lord Protector. There she might have the 
chance to make an honest wage; and with my cousins and aunts, I would be shel-
tered enough that she could feel safe.

The village I was born in was a tiny place. Wooden homes, livestock - a rural way 
of life. Vorannil Koth could not have been more different. Known as the Port of 
Worlds, it hosted ships from every ocean, and some from oceans none could 
name. I grew up among a constantly changing crowd of humans, elves, and stranger 
creatures. Sailors of every race graced our twisting streets. I met minotaurs and 
mermen. The most exotic creature in our tiny little village was a gruff old dwarf 
with a wooden leg who retired there. Some said he had been a pirate. But in Vo-
rannil Koth it was easy to spot the pirates. They sailed into town with plenty of 
money, plenty of stories, and plenty of lies. My mother taught me early on to have 
nothing to do with any man whose ship had discovered sunken treasure - espe-
cially if the sunken treasure included coins minted that very same year.

When I became a young woman, I took a job as a milliner like my mother before 
me and my cousins alongside. We had great fun together, laughing and telling sto-
ries, but there was little else to it, and I feared I might live my entire life as I had 
already seen my mother live hers. I made a bold decision. I would go to the Acad-
emy of the Mysteries and beg them to take me on as an apprentice. As a child, I 
used to run up to the sailors and ask them questions whenever my mother would 
let me. I had learnt words and phrases from every language under the sun, and 
never showed the slightest sign of forgetting them. I knew I could do it. Quietly, 
secretly, I got up early one morning and dressed in my best clothes. I stole out of 
the house before anyone awoke, and went to a seaside cafe to build up my cour-
age while I waited for the Academy to open. There I watched the sun rise over the 
ocean. Golden tint glittered in the sky and answered back in reflection from the 
sea. Sailors came and went, securing their ships with rope or loading them with 
cargo. I drank tea from the land of the minotaurs, kinnta as they call it - feared for 
its strength but loved for its flavor, and for the powerful confidence it gives any liv-
ing creature who drinks it.
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I felt unstoppable by the time the Academy opened its doors. I strode in immedi-
ately - and walked out with an apprenticeship. My mother was aghast, but my 
cousins and friends were overjoyed. That night we celebrated as we had never 
celebrated before, a procession of wild, drunken women roaming from bar to bar, 
teasing the sailors and mocking the pirates.

Then I was kidnapped.

A group of men - or so it seemed - began to trail us. Tall, silent figures wearing 
long black robes. We panicked, ran, and found more blocking our path. They chased 
us through the streets, our shrieks echoing on the cobblestones but somehow go-
ing unheard. I fell, and one came closer. Closer, until I could see his eyes and knew 
they were not human. I screamed, but he made a single gesture and my voice failed 
me. Even my breathing made no sound.

I awoke in darkness and silence, wondering if I was dead. I tried to speak but my 
voice was gone. My ankles and wrists were tightly bound. Hours passed and I was 
given a thick, sickly gruel of water and meat. I did not hear the arrival or departure 
of whoever fed me. I did not know they were there until my nose was suddenly 
gripped, the nostrils clamped closed, and gruel forced down my throat. The first 
time, I breathed in, rather than swallowing it. The slimy chunks of food slid down 
my airway and nearly killed me.

Then a scratchy finger on my neck. And then teeth - teeth like knives, opening a 
vein in my throat. A strange feeling, like floating away inside a dream, like feeling 
your soul burn away, bit by bit. Then I sweated and shuddered while someone I 
could not see healed my wound. I felt it close almost instantly. And then came the 
strangest part.

They fed me a liquid. A gentle, cool fluid with a slightly sugared taste. It cannot be 
described. It can only be experienced. Perhaps you can imagine what it would be 
like. Imagine every good feeling you've ever had - every pleasurable physical sensa-
tion, every stir of love or happiness within you - suddenly activated. The pain from 
my wound disappeared, along with my sense of despair and even outrage. I knew 
what was happening. I had been kidnapped to feed a vampire. I would die here. Yet 
I forgave the vampire and his minions. I even felt sorry for them. What could they 
have ever done to deserve becoming such monsters? They suffered a fate worse 
than death. They brought me terrible misfortune only because every moment of 
their own unliving existence was that much worse. My heart went out to them. 
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But I was at peace. My chains did not hurt me any more than my doom upset me. 
These things simply were the way they were.

And soon enough, the liquid wore off. I hung captive and blindfolded, magically si-
lenced, helpless in a darkened room. I cried bitter, soundless tears.

This became my new daily ritual. Each day I was fed, then the vampire fed on me, 
and finally I was given the magic liquid. It lasted for hours, and during that time, I 
experienced what the goddess Ama must feel, she who loves all things. I saw the 
vampire with compassion, forgave his servants, accepted my fate. Then the potion 
lost its power, and I cried in silent agony. This went on for over a year - after 400 
days, I lost count - and eventually it killed me.

I could tell I was dead because the vampire took the last of my blood. It pulled and 
pulled, and to my surprise I heard something. A voice inside my head, saying, Empty. 
They gave me no more of the liquid, and I received no more food. But after several 
days I felt much, much stronger. And I heard the voice again. Awake. A hand re-
moved my blindfold and I faced my oppressor.

He had charred, grizzled skin and fierce yellow eyes. In places I could see his 
bones. He grinned at me like the face of death itself and I heard his voice another 
time. Welcome. He brushed dust off his clothes. Although they were very, very old, 
the fabrics were expensive and the stitching was impeccable.

Kill, I said, gritting my teeth and staring him in the eye. He grinned even wider. No, 
he replied. Two black-robed figures stood at his side. She-devil, said one. Strong, 
echoed the other.

I tore away from the wall, and to my surprise my bindings gave way with ease. I 
lunged for the vampire, but the half-living creatures at his side grabbed me and 
threw me back to the wall. They beat me until I lay on the floor, begging Mercy. It 
was only then that I saw my wrists. Where I had expected to see manacles and 
chains, there was only cloth.

The figures in black dragged me across the floor to a table. A black robe lay there. 
Yours, said one. They waited as I put it on. I saw that I had not been alone in my 
prison. Twenty or thirty others, all about my age - or the age I had been - hung 
tethered to the walls. All of them held in place with only cloth.
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Soup, said one of my black-robed colleagues. He jabbed me with a bony finger and 
pointed me in the direction of a simmering cauldron. I filled a bowl with soup and 
they took me to another captive. My cousin Marana. I forced the food down her 
throat and watched as my master opened her vein and fed on her blood. I could 
smell the blood. It made me hungry. The vampire then grew very weak. He shook, 
staggered, and thrust his arm onto the shoulder of one of his servants - one of his 
other servants - to give himself balance and remain standing. Marana did not no-
tice. The other figure in black robes had just fed her the magic potion, and she was 
in its thrall.

My cousin looked different now. Almost dead. My master caught my eyes.

Awake? I asked.

Soon, he replied.
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Chapter 2

In the early evening, a ship sailed into Vorannil Koth. The sun - known alike to 
priests and sailors as the golden face of Ama - was just about to set, and the Voki 
of the temple of Ama were assembling on the rooftop to sing. A sailor on board 
the ship paused to watch them gather. Ama's Voices welcomed the sun when it 
rose each morning and sang a farewell every night when it set. Whenever you 
stayed in Vorannil Koth, the sound became as natural as the singing of birds. It was 
like the ringing of the bells in Alvinril Koth - yet it was as different from the ringing 
of the bells as the streets of Alvinril Koth were different from the streets here.

The sailor resumed his work. The sun was not yet setting, and they still had light - 
and there was much to be done. They had already taken down the skull and cross-
bones and flown a less controversial flag - that of Munrula, an island along the 
trade route to Aujnabia. Now he directed a crew of men, goblins, and dwarves as 
they covered various potentially controversial items of cargo with tarps and can-
vas. The sailor liked to avoid controversy. He was a strong man, with dark eyes and 
darker hair. He had been at sea so long he swore salt water ran in his veins. He 
had learned long ago that what the local port authorities didn't know couldn't 
hurt them.

A long shadow fell over the sailor, who turned to see a minotaur towering over 
him. The creature had the head of a bull with the body of a man. It was eight feet 
tall and covered in russet fur, and its horns were sharp.

"Nim," it rumbled. The minotaur wore breeches, gold earrings, and a white shirt. It 
pulled a toke off a massive cigar and spoke in a deep, powerful voice. "Tell the men 
no weapons leave the ship."

"Aye aye, Captain," the sailor replied.

Captain Morg Grultok inhaled another plume of blackened smoke and exhaled it 
through his nostrils. The smoke drifted past his eyes and up towards his horns.

"Another thing," he added. "Take a couple good fighters aside. Tell them not to get 
drunk. You and me, we're going to see some people tonight. We'll want protec-
tion."

Nim nodded as the captain walked away.
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The ship moved in towards shore. The sun began to set, and Ama's Voki sang their 
daily farewell. Strange elven melodies mingled with the quiet crashing of the waves. 
The Voices of Ama were uniformly tall elven women, with blonde hair and silver 
skin. Their song ran in repetition. The structure of elven music is difficult to de-
scribe: while some singers repeated short phrases, others explored long melodic 
lines - and yet each sang in perfect harmony with all the rest. The words, trans-
lated, were these:

Livegiver lovebringer soul of the sun
Thank you for visiting our skies again today
Gift of light and warmth
Thank you for your love

The singers ended together on a single note as the sun sank beneath the waves. 
Then they all bowed as one and returned inside the temple. As they crossed the 
threshold into the building, the faces of many were lit with joy and faith. But the 
face of one was not.

Lobei Thallassa was beautiful, even by elven standards, but it was the expressive 
kind of beauty. Nobody could fail to read the doubt and disillusionment on her 
face as she hurried to her quarters. Many of the other Voki were still chatting in 
the music room when Lobei got home and shut the door. She passed a mirror. A 
thousand years looked good on her, she noticed, and then wondered bitterly why 
a thousand years was not enough time for an elf to become wise.

But then again, if the leadership of the Temple of Ama were any indication, another 
thousand years would only make her more foolish. Her widely respected elder, the 
Magnus Lux, had refused to consider allowing humans to serve in the religious 
services. He had come here nearly five hundred years ago to bring the word of 
Ama to the humans. Now that they heard it and heeded it, he wasn't going to let 
them answer the call. She had also heard that several of the other Luki reported 
horrifying visions of the sun disappearing, and that he simply ignored them.

At least she had a trip coming up. She was going back to Alvinril Koth to visit her 
family and stay with friends. As she packed, she briefly toyed with the idea of stay-
ing there. There were several temples of Ama in the City of the Elfriver. One of 
them might take her on. There was even one northwest of the city, near Shulg's 
farm. She thought of little Shulg and saw images of fond memory. She had been 
friends with the gnome's father and mother as well, and had even roamed for a 
while with his grandmother Bursha when they were both young, travelling the 
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world to see what they could see. Talking to Shulg almost felt as if Bursha were 
alive again, but the strange thing about befriending members of the shorter-lived 
races was watching the family change over time. Sometimes Shulg was Bursha's 
duplicate in every way except his gender; other times, he could not have been 
more different. Where Bursha had been fiendish and outrageous, Shulg was quiet 
and gentle. Lobei doubted very much that she would ever see Shulg start a bar 
fight the way his grandmother had, right after winning a drinking contest with a 
dwarf.

"Lightweight!" Bursha had gloated. "A dark elf could drink you under the table!" 
After that it was all over. From a dwarf's point of view, that's not just an insult to 
the individual dwarf. It's an insult to his family, his clan, his entire race. The bar had 
been filled with dwarves - stout, serious dwarves, some of whom had fought dark 
elves in the war. Lobei and Bursha had barely escaped with their lives.

And now little Shulg, with his potions and his magic - so gentle and restrained. 
Lobei smiled, and thought how good it would be to leave the temple for a while. 
She went to her window and saw the lights on the docks - sailors coming and go-
ing from their ships. She'd be on one of those ships soon enough.

Down on the docks, dusk fell as Nim and Captain Grultok left their ship, followed 
by three of their pirates - a leery-eyed human, a sharp-toothed goblin, and a tough 
little bastard of a dwarf. All three wore scimitars, except the dwarf, who carried a 
stubby shortsword with a wavy blade. Nim carried a dagger at his belt and a long 
black sword on his back. Captain Grultok wore no visible weapons, save his mas-
sive horns, but he carried a large bag.

Grultok led his crew through the backstreets of the harbor district, to a ram-
shackle building on the east side of town. A sign hung over the door: The Drunken 
Shark. A picture below the words showed a grinning shark lifting a glass of ale, 
with a partly eaten human leg in his other "hand" and body parts laying all around 
him.

"You three, wait here," rumbled Grultok. "Nim - come with me."

Nim followed Grultok down the street, while the other pirates entered the bar.

Grultok, still carrying his bag, turned down an alleyway and came to a grated 
opening. Part of Vorannil Koth's sewer system, it led down into the darkness. He 
broke the lock, smashing the iron with his fist, and opened the grate. Then he held 
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up an amulet which hung around his neck, and spoke a word Nim could not un-
derstand. The amulet glowed and cast light down the sewer. Grultok turned to 
Nim.

"This way," he said.

The two pirates moved cautiously down the tunnel. The tunnel came to an inter-
section, which Grultok ignored, and after that to a hub, where the water flowing 
around their ankles met with streams from several different tunnels and flowed 
into a pit. The pit stank. They emerged from the tunnel to find themselves standing 
right over it. Grultok counted the archways into other tunnels, and led Nim down 
the third archway to the left.

There was a door at the end of this tunnel.

Grultok spoke another word of magic and the door opened. Inside, Nim saw a 
wide array of weapons, as well as waterskins and salted fish. Grultok handed the 
amulet to Nim. "Hold the light," he said. Nim held it high as Grultok opened a 
chest in one corner. From this he removed a necklace of garlic, and then another 
one. He handed one to Nim and put the other one on.

"What is this?" said Nim.

"Put it on," replied the minotaur. "Tuck it under your shirt."

Nim did as he was told, and Captain Grultok shut and locked the chest. They left 
the room and headed back down the sewers, eventually emerging back into the 
alleyway. They entered the Drunken Shark to find their comrades drinking at a 
large table. The minotaur sat down beside them and put his bag on the table. It 
made a clinking sound.

"What've you got in there, then?" asked the goblin.

"Merchandise," replied Grultok.

"Aye? Is this part of the ship's bounty?" asked the dwarf.

"It's part of my bounty," replied Grultok. "A little side business."
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Nim went to the bar. A fierce, stout dwarf stood there, polishing a glass. Nim or-
dered a bottle of rum and came back to the table with it. The pub was mostly 
empty. Grultok lit a cigar.

"Is this where we're doing our business, then?" asked the goblin.

"This is where we wait for it to get dark," Grultok replied. "Don't have too much 
rum."

The shadows outside were deepening, but it was still dusk and not yet evening. 
The pirates passed the time drinking, as pirates often do, and Nim was just begin-
ning to enjoy himself when another minotaur walked in the door.

Minotaurs are territorial creatures.

The one that entered was as big as Grultok, with clotted fur and a mean, nasty 
scar down the right side of his face. He wore the faded workclothes of a dock 
worker. He looked at Grultok and his nostrils flared. A few more dock workers 
followed him in, but they backed away as soon as they saw the staring competition 
developing between him and Grultok.

Grultok took a puff off his cigar and blew the smoke in the other minotaur's face.

The newcomer bellowed and everybody in the room got out of their chair. Grul-
tok pushed his bag into Nim's hands.

"I am Grultok," he said. "I am Captain of the Freemen Pirates."

"Me Kabnaw!" roared the other monster. "We lock horns!"

Grultok pushed the beast back to the door.

"You sure?" he asked.

The scarfaced minotaur pushed him back, and then began pawing the ground with 
his hoof and snorting in answer. Grultok did the same. The two minotaurs ran at 
each other and clashed with an almighty bang in the middle of the room as their 
huge, sharp horns locked. They pushed at each other, throwing furniture aside and 
shattering bottles and glasses as they struggled.
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Grultok shook his head vigorously and threw the other minotaur loose. Kabnaw 
fell back against the wall. Grultok pounded his chest, threw his fists in the air, and 
let loose a mighty bellow - but his opponent stood up and charged him again. 
Again they met with a tremendous clash in the center of the room, and again they 
locked horns. The stranger got the advantage this time. He threw Grultok loose, 
sending him tottering backwards across the room, and pounded his own chest, 
bellowing even louder than Grultok had. Then Grultok attacked, charging his en-
emy harder than ever before - and when they locked horns, Grultok kept going, 
trampling the other minotaur. But Kabnaw had locked his horns into Grultok's, so 
as Grultok moved forward, he pulled the other creature's head with him - snap-
ping its neck as he trampled its body, and ending the monster's life.

The dying minotaur uttered one last mournful rumble. Grultok snorted and shook 
clear the dead creature's horns from his own, then pounded his chest and let 
loose the loudest bellow yet.

"Why do they do that?" asked the human pirate.

"It's just something they do," replied Nim.

Grultok stood in the center of the room, broken furniture all around him, the 
dead minotaur still leaning against the wall, and looked over at the dwarf behind 
the bar. The dwarf glared at him. Grultok pounded his chest, bellowed, and threw 
the dwarf a huge gold coin.

"Time to go," he said. He walked out the door. Nim followed, carrying the bag, 
with the pirates close behind. But moments later, the dwarven pirate reappeared. 
He ran back in and picked up the bottle of rum, which had been only half-finished. 
Then, with a quick look around the room, he ran back out again.
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Chapter 3

I awoke when it was dark. I sat up and realized I was the first to wake.

My master lay at the center of a circle of his servants. I was at the outer edge of 
the circle. The others had all been dead longer than I had. Elsewhere, above, I 
heard the moans of the prisoners. I stood, cautiously, carefully, and saw that I made 
no sound. The others did not stir.

I crept to the stairs and crawled up, going on all fours to be sure I awakened no-
one. I carefully opened the trapdoor above the stairs and emerged into the base-
ment, where we kept our captives. My cousin was there, sleeping as soundly here 
as the vampires did below. But looking close, I saw her eyes move beneath her 
eyelids, and saw her breathing, and I knew that she was dreaming.

Cousin, I thought, but she did not hear me. She had a name. Marana. I tried to say it, 
but no sound came out. I put my finger on her neck and felt the blood pulse be-
neath her skin. Warm. I leaned closer to smell it. Closer.

Hungry.

No, I heard, and rough hands threw me across the room. I sprawled on the ground 
and awkwardly stood, lifting the hood of my robes so I could see. My master stood 
by my cousin. Several of his servants stood beside him. Others picked me up.

My master came very close and bowed down in front of me, bringing his face level 
with mine. He stared into my eyes with his own yellow, catlike pupils. He smiled, 
showing sharp, perfectly clean teeth set in rotting gums. Mine, he said.

Master, I deferred.

He grinned and walked away. Come, he said. I joined a crowd of others and fol-
lowed him to the foot of the stairs. He turned and pointed to the strongest and 
largest of his servants. You, he said. He pointed to another. You. These two came to 
join him. And then he pointed at me.

You. I joined him also. He held his hand up to the rest, saying Wait. Then he as-
cended the stairs, and we followed him.
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We emerged in the broken-down kitchen of a large house. It must have once been 
a beautiful place. Now boards were nailed over the shutters and rats mingled with 
roaches on the floor. The rats smelled hot and full of life. One ran up to my leg 
and bit off a piece of flesh. I swooped on it and caught it.

Yours, my master grinned at me.

I looked at him and quickly looked away. I felt a snarl rising within me. I hid it as I 
bit the struggling rat and tore into its flesh. Its blood was thin and weak, but I 
tasted life there all the same. Warm. I drank its life away and let the bloodless furry 
body fall.

We left the house and crept through the street. The road was deserted, but we 
kept to the shadows nonetheless. A dog went by in the night. I saw him barking, 
yet heard no sound. I turned to the master.

Mine?

Another of the servants struck me, hard, and I fell down. Greedy, he said. Mine.

Yours, agreed the master.

After my enemy drank the dog's life, we continued on our way, skulking through 
the shadows as soundless as ghosts. We rounded a bend and came into a court-
yard. A park of some kind, with trees and benches. On the other side of the 
courtyard, thick, ruddy, powerful life. I swooned. I smelled the blood of a minotaur, 
and of the four smaller creatures who stood beside him. Two were human, one 
was a goblin, and the last was a dwarf. The goblin smelled like lechery and murder. 
The dwarf smelled of long, long years, underground and above it. The humans had 
their own smell, like my cousin, but deeper and richer. But the minotaur was best. 
He reeked of passion and violence. I longed to taste it.

They saw us. The minotaur had expected us. The others were surprised. I saw 
them speaking to one another, mouthing words and gesturing. I looked at my mas-
ter.

Stay, he said. He walked forward to the middle of the park, and the minotaur 
pushed his comrades aside and took a large bag from one of them. Joining my 
waiting master, he met him in the middle of the park.
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My master's mouth began to move. I heard him say words. He produced a large 
amulet from within his clothes and held it up for the minotaur to see. The mino-
taur inspected it, looking carefully, and then opened his bag. My master peered in-
side. He removed a glass tube and held it up to his nose, sniffing it. Then he nod-
ded. The minotaur took the amulet, and he took the bag.

Then each one walked away. My master turned his back on the minotaur, but the 
minotaur walked backwards carefully, keeping his eyes on my vampire father. 
Afraid. My master returned, and he handed the bag to the strongest among us.

Home, he said.
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Chapter 4

Nim awoke the next morning with a horrendous hangover. He sat up and regret-
ted it immediately. His head felt like an evil demon octopus clinging mercilessly to 
his brain, squashing it and squeezing it like an overripe tomato. His eyes throbbed 
and his throat was painfully dry. He looked down in his lap and saw he had spilled 
rum on himself, and on the sofa. How had he ended up on a sofa?

The floor was littered with bottles, glasses, underclothes, and one very grimy-
looking dwarf. The dwarf, Puddy, was mercifully unconscious. Nim thanked what-
ever god had saved his ass. Impervious to hangovers himself, Puddy took great de-
light in torturing those who lacked his iron liver, which basically meant anybody 
but another dwarf.

Nim rolled off the couch onto the floor and staggered to his feet. He felt his en-
tire body slide sideways, except for his stomach, which dropped to his boots. He 
looked down to track its wayward descent and noticed that in fact he had no 
boots. Instead he saw his own bare feet. At this point he decided to sit down. He 
watched the couch glide gently by on his right and realized he had missed it just as 
his ass hit the floor with a resounding thud.

Puddy groaned.

Oh shit, thought Nim, but the dwarf was merely dreaming, and the strange gargling 
noise he made summoned a young woman in lingerie. Nim stared incredulously as 
she wafted into the room half-naked.

"Good, you're awake," she said. "Time for another go?"

Nim stared incredulously some more. Then he realized she had spoken. He had no 
idea what she was talking about, but on the other hand, she was mostly naked, and 
any conversation which starts out with the girl mostly naked is at least a good be-
ginning.

"Yeah," he said. "And coffee."

"You can get breakfast across the street," she replied.
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Nim considered this. He decided it was idealistic but not actually true. It would 
involve standing up, and he knew that he couldn't do that. "No, I can't," he said, 
shaking his head sadly.

"Oh, all right," the woman replied. "Hold on."

She left him there and returned moments later with a hot, steaming cup. "We 
don't have any coffee," she said, "it's kinnta."

"Ah," said Nim.

"Call me when you're ready," the woman answered. She left the room. Nim sat 
there on the floor, sipped his kinnta, and assessed the situation. Naked woman. 
Free tea. Unconscious dwarf. It had to mean something. As he puzzled over it, the 
wall behind him shook, a cheap painting fell off, and from the other side came the 
fearsome, unmistakable din of a minotaur fucking. It all came back in an instant. 
Only Grultok would be insane enough to sell a bag full of some kind of illegal 
goods to a flock of vampires in the dead of night. And of course, after you pull off 
something like that, you have to celebrate. Which is how they ended up drunk at a 
brothel.

Nim finished his kinnta. His head began to clear, and he felt like he could take on 
the world. Time for another go, he thought.

The pirates left the brothel in the late afternoon. They staggered out into the 
street and crossed it to find a stall run by an aging, disgruntled goblin with hair 
coming out of his ears. When they asked him if he was still serving breakfast, the 
goblin swore at them in his own language and sold them soup which must have 
been his own recipe as well. The goblin pirate, Riblik, translated his elder's curses. 
To the pirates' ears, they were relatively tame, and they felt more offended by the 
soup. It was the kind of soup you could take personally.

Grultok took it very personally, overturning the cauldron and hurling the old gob-
lin against a brick wall. Nim and the others laughed at the terrified, pathetic thing 
as it cowered away from the minotaur's burgeoning rage, but it was a desperate 
kind of laughter. Nim was reminded of an old seamate, Hob Merryfoot. He had 
been one of the Wee Folk from across the Eastern Sea, what they called a halfling. 
About three feet tall with pointy ears. Grultok had captured his ship. Nim and the 
crew chained up everybody on board and sold them in the Aujnabian markets, but 
Grultok kept little Merryfoot, because he liked to toss him through the air. The 
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tiny halfling was a terrible sailor, but Grultok kept him on the ship anyway. He and 
a muscular half-orc, the third mate, would stand at opposite ends of the deck, 
throwing the halfling back and forth. Eventually they got tired of it and simply 
tossed him into the sea. They left him bobbing in the ocean, and Nim laughed as 
they sailed into the distance, until he realized they were never coming back. Hob 
Merryfoot died alone, surrounded by a thousand miles of empty waves.

Nim was not a nice person. He started out as a wharf-rat, graduated to cabin boy, 
and had been sailing the sea ever since. A handsome man, true. A knowledgeable 
and competent sailor, and then some. A cold-blooded killer, numbed to violence by 
overexposure - in every way. And although he regretted some of the things he had 
done, he had yet to stop actually doing them.

Lobei was not a nice person either, not any more. She muttered bitterly as she left 
the temple, after only a few goodbyes, and nobody came along to help her with 
her luggage. Lobei had suffered from a loss of faith, and with that faith had gone 
her optimistic, friendly energy, her willingness to tolerate the stubborn eccentric-
ity of the aging Magnus Lux, and every iota of her popularity within the temple. 
She no longer sprang out of bed hours before sunrise to practice the greeting 
song, nor did she even always show up on time to welcome Ama's glowing face to 
the world. A few times she had even skipped the ceremony entirely. The Magna Vox 
had severely reprimanded her, especially after Lobei reminded her that the sun 
had risen anyway.

But as the ship she had bought her passage on - the Trusty Mermaid - left the har-
bor, Lobei found herself facing the sun once more and singing the songs softly to 
herself. Her own soft voice mingled with the far-off sounds of her Sisters In Light 
performing their ritual on the rooftop. She listened, but she did not look at them. 
When the sun finally set, she remained facing towards the West, and away from 
Vorannil Koth.

Nim had followed Grultok and his crew into the harbor just as the sun began set-
ting. The journey from whorehouse to harbor had seen a change in Grultok. As 
the shadows in the streets had grown longer and darker, he had joked less and 
looked over his shoulder more. When it started getting darker, the minotaur be-
came positively nervous. Nim valued his life too much to criticize Grultok, but he 
had noticed the difference, and he knew that Riblik, Puddy, and Arbin had noticed 
it too. Arbin was the sallow, reserved human pirate. He had laughed without mak-
ing a sound when Grultok attacked the goblin. Now Nim saw him walking faster 
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as dusk fell. Ama had just begun setting when they returned to their ship, the Blood 
Ruby.

"We set out tonight," said Grultok. "Before she sets."

"Aye aye," replied Nim. He turned to Puddy, Riblik, and Arbin.

"Search the ship," he said. He did not have to say what for. The smell of the garlic 
chain around his neck had been strong all day, even above the sweat and the rum.

The Ruby sailed out of the harbor just as Lobei, on her ship, began softly murmur-
ing the Lifegiver's songs of farewell. Grultok strode the Ruby's deck. He bade the 
crew head west, towards home - a small settlement on an island off the coast - 
but not directly west. "West by northwest," he said. "Keep that ship in sight." He 
had spotted the Mermaid.

"I can do that until the sun sets," Nim replied.

Grultok snorted. "I know," he said, "and I can do it afterwards."

When the sun set, Grultook took the helm. He wore around his neck a telescope. 
When he put it to his eye, it glowed, and the sailors said it was magic. "The tele-
scope can see in the dark," confided Puddy, "and none can escape its gaze." "Aye," 
replied Riblik, "and it can see the invisible as well. No ship on the seven seas can 
catch us unawares."

Riblik's comment held hidden meaning. The Blood Ruby was a magic ship. When the 
approach of dawn threatened, Grultok sent Nim below decks, and every sailor on 
board knew what he went to do. In a secure hold, there was a strange block of 
marble. It had no door, yet Nim entered it. There he spoke a word of magic. When 
he did, an unusual thing happened. The entire ship became transparent. Light 
drifted through it as the sun's dawning on the sea brought amber rays skittering 
across the undulating chaos of the waves. These rays flowed through the mast, 
decks, cargo, and even crew as easily as if the ship and everything on it were made 
of glass. The sailors could see through the vessel, and each other - and from a dis-
tance, the ship was invisible.

On the Trusty Mermaid, Lobei stood before the dawn and sang into the wind, brac-
ing herself against the salty air. Dawn lit her silver skin and the long sky-blue robes 
she always wore. When the sun emerged fully from the horizon, she finished her 
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song and suddnely realized she had an audience - her fellow passenger, a well-to-
do human woman in thick layers of lace and fur, who dragged at the end of a leash 
a very sullen-looking spider monkey.

"That was marvelous," she said.

"Thank you," Lobei replied.

The monkey said nothing.

"I love the music of your people," the woman continued. "It's one of the nice 
things about Vorannil Koth. Ugly, boring city, but the elves keep it bearable." She 
pulled her monkey forward on its leash. "And you do find some wonderful curiou-
sities there. Look at this!"

Lobei looked. The monkey had scraggled fur and a sour expression. The night be-
fore, he had escaped from his aristocratic owner and scaled the ship's main mast, 
only to teeter erratically as the ship bobbed in the waves. He seemed very sur-
prised to discover a tree that didn't stay still, and he came down looking very sea-
sick - but only after three sailors had been sent up the mast to catch him. His 
name was Peppy, as everybody on board the ship now knew. He did not look any 
happier now than he had the night before. If anything, he had the sad, piteous look 
of a creature resigned to its fate.

The woman's name was Lady Agnara Lothok. Unlike Peppy, Lady Agnara's name 
was not common knowledge on board the ship, because she had not spent thirty 
minutes shouting it to the top of the main mast. The night before, when her mon-
key was restored to her, she had deigned to share her name with Lobei, and with 
the captain, although not with the man who had rescued her pet.

"Who wuvs you?" cried the aristocrat, scooping up the monkey in her arms. "Who 
wuvs widdle Peppy?"

The monkey said nothing.

"I'm so glad to be returning to Alvinril Koth," said Lady Agnara. "There are more of 
your people there, you know, and the individuals of my kind that you find there 
tend to be more refined. Don't you agree?"

"Ama shines on everyone alike," replied Lobei.
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Lady Agnara cuddled the monkey aggressively before responding. "Who wuvs 
you?" she repeated.

The monkey said nothing.

"Why are you going to Alvinril Koth?" the Lady asked.

"Family," replied Lobei.

"You grew up there?"

"Yes."

"I thought I recognized an Alvinril accent!" she answered, nearly choking her mon-
key with glee. "You're from the North too!"

"Yes, I am," Lobei replied. "Originally."

"What do you think of the new Magistrate?"

"I haven't been home in a very long time."

"Of course not. You're a missionary, aren't you? I know all about it. I was lucky 
enough to meet the Magnus Lux at a dinner party last weekend."

"Were you," said Lobei. She felt her boredom was unmistakeable, but humans are 
not always the most perceptive people.

"Oh yes," the woman said. "He's a great man, you know. He speaks so well. In fact I 
think he has secret spiritual knowledge. Did you know he built that marvelous 
temple himself over a thousand years ago?"

"He talks to himself," Lobei replied. "And they say he whistles in his sleep."

"Whistles in his sleep?" Lady Agnara was clearly astonished. "How on earth could 
he do that?"

"He's a great man," Lobei said. "I think he has secret spiritual knowledge."
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The human female eyed her suspiciously.

"I don't think we're going to be friends," she announced.

"Probably not," replied Lobei.

"Come, Peppy," Lady Agnara said. The monkey said nothing. The Lady turned her 
back on Lobei with an unmistakeable air of righteousness and stalked away. Lobei 
turned back to the sun.

Ama, thought Lobei, I know you shine on all things and all thoughts. I know you bring 
life to all and love all unreservedly. But why? And why did you have to shine your light on 
me just when that evil fucking bitch was looking for somebody to harass? Isn't it enough 
to let her torture that poor animal?

The sun, as mute as the aristocrat's captive, made no reply. Lobei sighed and simply 
stared at it. A sunspot flickered across the surface and vanished. Humans cannot 
stare at the sun, but elves have no such restrictions. The eyes of elves are unique 
among all living things. An elf can see the distant stars in broad daylight. Most other 
races generally believe that elves can also see the invisible, but this is not quite 
true. What they can see is the way light bends around an object which has been 
made magically invisible. (Although this fact is not well-known, it is very well-
documented. The Great Library at the center of Alvrinril Koth is home to hun-
dreds of books on light, mostly written by elves.)

When Lobei finally looked away from the sun, she gasped, because she knew im-
mediately that a large object was approaching. She saw light bending to hide it, 
golden rays warping around its rippling mainsails. The distortion this produced 
took the shape of a ship. She could not see the skull and crossbones flying from 
the top, but she did not need to. The Invisible Pirates of the Western Islands were 
famous up and down the coast.

On board the Blood Ruby, Grultok lit a cigar.

"Ready, men?"

A savage roar from the assembled crew answered him. He stood on the forecas-
tle, looking down on the main deck, where every sailor on board stood armed to 
the teeth. Puddy carried a great two-handed dwarven battleaxe, his wavy shorts-
word hanging by his side. The goblin Riblik had also unearthed a prized weapon 
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which was far too seriously lethal to carry around town. This was his trident, a 
long spear with three barbed blades at the end, with enough space between each 
blade to catch a man's neck. Scimitars were abundant, as were swords, whips, 
spears, and bows. Some of the pirates, like Nim, wore leather jackets as makeshift 
armor. Others, like Grultok, were stripped to the waist for swiftness and ease of 
motion.

Grultok carried no weapon at all, but around his neck he wore a necklace of 
enormous teeth. Some said they were dragon's teeth, and made him invulnerable 
in combat. Magic or no, whenever Grultok wore the necklace, the pirates were 
victorious. The minotaur inhaled a deep puff of smoke from his cigar.

"I said, are you ready, men?"

The roar from his crew grew even louder.

"Ramming speed!" he bellowed.

"Aye aye, Captain!" the helmsman cried.

The Ruby struck the Mermaid like the gale of a storm, listing it to one side. The pi-
rates came surging over, their ship suddenly becoming visible. Most of the sailors 
on board the Mermaid stared in shock, but a few had been warned. Lobei stood 
with the captain, a grey-haired, muscular old sea dog, whom she had awakened 
from his cabin. Lines of experience were etched on his face, and the rampaging 
horde of bloodthirsty killers which poured onto the decks of his ship added no 
lines of fear - only lines of certainty and resolve.

"Take heart, men!" he cried. "Defend the Mermaid!"

He drew his sword, a fine rapier with a jeweled hilt, and ran to meet the pirate 
swarm. With that the battle began. The few sailors who had managed to arm 
themselves sprang immediately into the fray, brave honest men throwing them-
selves against a tide of murderous warriors. The pirates attacked without remorse. 
Some met the armed sailors in man-to-man combat. Others ran across the main 
deck, killing as many unarmed men as they could. Sailors fought back with swords, 
knives, and the large wooden pins for the ship's ropes, which they pulled from the 
railings and used as clubs. Hopelessly unprepared, they fought valiantly. The captain 
of the Mermaid killed Riblik, running him through with his rapier, which bought 
him a fierce charge from Puddy with his battleaxe. The aging saltblood with his 
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nimble sword dodged the stocky pirate's hefty blade, while Puddy roared with an-
ger and swore to avenge his fallen comrade.

Grultok gored an unarmed man on the end of his vicious horns, then shook his 
head violently and tossed the sailor's body like a rag doll. Thumping his chest, he 
bellowed, "Kill them all! These ones are too weak to sell as slaves!"

Lobei faltered at this moment. The Voices Of Ama know many songs, and some are 
magical. She had been singing one such melody, with the special power of bringing 
strength and fortune in battle - but when she saw this fearsome sight, her voice 
failed and she fell silent. Nim sprang upon her and seized her arm.

"What's this?" he cried. "A woman of the cloth?"

"Back, foul pirate!" she replied, tearing loose of his grasp, though it ripped the 
sleeve of her holy robes. "Touch me not with your filthy bloodstained hands, or 
you shall feel the wrath of Ama, and know how she protects her own!"

The elven priestess sang out in a loud, clear voice a simple three notes. These 
notes were known among the priesthood as the Call of Light - when they were 
sung, the light and warmth of the sun herself would strike any who threatened 
you, blinding them, burning them, and sometimes even killing them. Ama is a god-
dess who brings light and warmth to the world, yet she is also a burning ball of fire 
suspended in the infinity of space. The elves knew this, and they knew how to 
channel her power. Lobei had used this melody to defend herself many times be-
fore without fail in her younger days, hundreds of years ago now, when she 
roamed the world in search of adventure. Yet when she now sang the ancient, holy 
phrase, its notes fell flat and did not ring true. Both the pirate and the priestess 
paused for a moment, and then Nim laughed.

"Your goddess seems displeased," he said. "Maybe it would help if you could carry 
a tune better than a drunken dwarf."

"Bastard!" cried the elf.

"Aye, and a whoreson too, your Holiness," he replied. "Yet you can call me Mas-
ter."
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He grabbed at her again, but this time she was too quick for him to catch. She ran, 
and Nim chased after. She descended below decks, Nim chasing her through rows 
of cargo, and ducked behind an enormous crate - where she found Lady Agnara.

"Go away!" the aristocrat hissed. "This is my hiding place!"

She clutched her monkey desperately.

"What luck!" cried Nim, rounding the corner. "Now we will have two concubines 
to sell in Aujnabia. Or maybe just keep for ourselves."

"Touch me, you evil man, and whatever you touch me with will be bitten off," 
snarled Lobei. But Nim was not paying attention.

"You have a monkey," he said.

"Yes," Lady Agnara replied.

"Hand it over."

The aristocrat flinched as she passed the pirate her widdle Peppy. Nim held the 
creature by the scruff of its neck and looked it in the eyes. The monkey said noth-
ing. Lobei used the moment to strike Nim in a vulnerable area. The pirate doubled 
over, wincing, and dropped the monkey, which scuttled behind a crate.

"Come on," Lobei said.

"But poor Peppy --"

"Come on!" She yanked the human woman to her feet and ran, dragging her forci-
bly behind her. Nim staggered upright, tears in his eyes. As a pirate he had fought 
many sailors to the death. None of them, even in their desperation at the edge of 
dying, had made him realize the importance of protecting his manhood. It just 
wasn't done.

The monkey, perching on the edge of a crate, looked down at him and chittered 
sympathetically.
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"Can you believe that?" he groaned. The monkey chittered and shook its head. It 
grabbed its own furry groin and rolled on its back, laying prone on the top of the 
crate. Then it hopped to its feet again and looked at him.

"Are you laughing at me?" said the pirate. The monkey said nothing. But Nim found 
this a suitable answer. "Forget them," he said. "We have business to take care of." 
He grabbed the creature, popped it on his shoulder, and returned above decks to 
rejoin the fighting. But above decks, the fighting had already stopped. The Mer-
maid's captain lay among the fallen. Grultok held his rapier in his hands, and exam-
ined the jewels in the hilt with an appraising eye. He stood beside a small group of 
roped-up sailors and looked up when Nim approached.

"Slaves?" asked Nim.

"No," said Grultok. "No room for ones like these. Did you find booty in the 
holds?"

"I found booty all right. Two passengers, both women."

"Aye? Could we sell them?"

"They're not worth it. An elf and a human. The human is too old, and the elf..."

"What?"

Nim shook his head. "You'll never get good head from a woman with a tongue that 
sharp."

Grultok threw back his head and laughed the loud, rumbling laughter of a mino-
taur.

"Well said!" He looked at the monkey on Nim's shoulder. "What about this, then?"

"I think this is the only captive worth taking on board the whole ship."

"Then there had better be treasure," the minotaur replied. "We had some losses 
today. I don't want this fight to have been for nothing. We're going down below 
and finding something we can show the crew."

"Aye aye," Nim replied.
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Lobei watched from behind a large crate at the far end of the hold as Nim en-
tered, followed by the enormous Grultok. She clutched an iron crowbar she had 
found, hoping she wouldn't have to use it. The two pirates tore open a few crates, 
grumbling about the contents, until Nim discovered a cache of several barrels. He 
opened the lid of one and exclaimed loudly. Grultok came over and examined the 
barrel, then dipped his enormous head inside.

"What are they doing?" said Lady Agnara nervously.

"Drinking, I think," replied Lobei.

She heard Grultok say "Perfect!" and slap Nim on the back. The human, tiny be-
sides his monstrous leader, nearly fell over. The two disappeared up the stairs and 
returned moments later with several hale and hearty pirates, who hauled the bar-
rels up and out of the hold. They came back for a few crates near the front of the 
hold, and an alabaster statue resting nearer to the two women. But soon all was 
quiet, and Lobei ventured closer to the stairs to listen. All she heard was the 
sound of the waves and the cries of seagulls overhead.
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Chapter 5

The barrels Nim and Grultok had stolen contained gallons and gallons of the fin-
est Aujnabian spiced rum anybody on board the Blood Ruby had ever tasted - and 
everybody on board the Ruby tasted it several times to be sure. The next several 
days and nights, as the pirates returned to their island, were full of drunkenness, 
celebration, and a few friendly fights. The only unusual event occurred when Grul-
tok fed Jabber - as the monkey was newly named - some rum. Nim had his fair 
share of rum that night as well, but when he laid his head to the pillow of his bunk, 
he told Jabber, "Good night, you flea-bitten thief," and very distinctly heard Jabber 
reply, "Good night yourself, you drunken pirate." He sat bolt upright in bed, sud-
denly awake, and ordered the monkey to speak again. The monkey said nothing. 
Nim at once grabbed it and ran to the main deck, where he found Puddy and Ar-
bin still drinking.

"The monkey can speak!" he said.

The two pirates stared at him and then collapsed laughing.

"Speak!" Nim cried, and Jabber paused a moment before letting loose a belch 
which lasted a good five seconds at least. Puddy and Arbin laughed all the louder, 
and the next day it was common knowledge that the rum they had stolen was so 
good that the first mate had sworn he heard his monkey talk.

The Blood Ruby drifted into port on the same morning the Trusty Mermaid arrived 
in the nothern metropolis of Alvinril Koth. The sun shone alike on Nim and Lobei, 
and we can imagine she noticed some similarities that nobody else did. Nim and 
Lobei stood in the same position on the forecastle of each ship. Nim cursed him-
self for his hangover at the same time Lobei cursed herself for her lost faith.

The elven woman's office as priestess granted her powers of healing, but her 
songs had failed her continually since the pirates' attack, and many of the Mer-
maid's surviving sailors had festering wounds which were turning green. When the 
Mermaid sailed into harbor, they were contacted magically by a harbor official, as 
per course. A translucent image of a rather serious-looking elf appeared on board 
the main deck, asking for the captain. The first mate told the beauracrat that the 
captain had died, and explained how, and before the Mermaid had even dropped 
anchor a dinghy came rowing across the harbor bearing a small crew of healers. 
They clearly suffered from no lack of faith. They amputated one leg, but healed all 
the other wounds they found with simple prayers to Ama. Light flowed from their 
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hands as pain disappeared from the sailors' faces. It was at this moment that Lobei 
sighed and looked to the sun.

At the same instant, Nim looked away from the sun. The light hurt his eyes, and he 
had a headache. His monkey barely uttered a sound, apparently very considerate 
for a nearly-wild beast, but the dwarf called Puddy kept dropping heavy iron mal-
lets right next to him and cursing loudly whenever he did.

Nim ignored him and concentrated on the task at hand. Sharp, jagged rocks lurked 
just below the water level in the harbor of Grultok's island. Guiding the ship into 
harbor was never easy, even under the best conditions. This made the island se-
cure. Any unwelcome visitor from some other place who wished to discuss some 
matter of controversy with Grultok or his crew would have to navigate a nearly 
impenetrable maze of invisible dangers just to cross the harbor - assuming they 
found the settlement in the first place. A great ring of black rocks defined the en-
trance to the bay, obscuring the pirates' colony from view. In many ways it was 
their paradise. Coconut trees and giant ferns lined the edges of a beach filled with 
fine white sand. Past the ridge of a wide dune, bamboo structures and makeshift 
buildings were barely visible.

Beyond the pirates' simple dwellings, however, another structure arose, a tower 
perched among the craggy outcroppings on the other side of the island. Its own 
structure held so many sharp points and seemingly random contours that it was 
easy to mistake it for another huge black rock, but rocks don't have windows, es-
pecially not windows which flash bright light in several shades of green. The tower 
belonged to a sorceror. Nim had never seen him, nor had any of the other pirates, 
save Grultok, who was rumored to have some kind of arrangement or deal in 
place with him. Nobody knew exactly what the deal was, and nobody asked.

The harbor at Alvinril Koth was filled with ships. The Elfriver met the coast in a 
wide junction and flowed immediately into the sea. The waterfront perched on a 
shelf overhanging deep, dark water. There was no beach. Harsh, bracing winds 
scoured the city's buildings, elven towers of dwarven marble laid out on a massive 
five-cornered grid in accordance with some ancient wisdom. Windows of rose 
crystal glittered in the distance, reflecting the light of the sun from the highest 
heights of the city. Saltwater in the air stung Lobei's face, and the smell brought 
back memories of her childhood, the first hundred years of her life, so long ago 
now.

She was home.
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The two ships docked at the same instant, though nobody but the sun could see 
this remarkable coincidence or imagine what it might mean. Nim stepped off the 
Ruby watching Grultok's harem greet him. Sixteen minotaur women, each one at 
least seven feet tall and covered in tawny fur. The gentle heads of cows flowed up 
from curvy humanoid bodies with breasts bigger than Nim's head. Jabber chat-
tered in astonishment as Grultok lit a cigar and told his women lies. Nim smiled.

He was home.
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Chapter 6

Home, said the master. We had captured three new pets. Two human women and a 
dwarven man. Dwarves can live a very long time, even under difficult conditions. 
The master was excited. He never drank blood unless he was home. Taking the 
blood weakened him. It weakened all of us, but especially him. I did not understand 
it.

Home, the master repeated, and I realized he was looking at me. The others were 
already following him away.

No, I said.

Home!

Listen, I replied. There was a pause.

Nothing, said the master. But the others could feel it too.

Another, I said. We turned as one to an alleyway, where a figure emerged. His face 
twisted in horror when he saw us. He was strong, short, dwarven.

I sprang. The master was quicker. He grabbed the dwarf and kicked me. A tattered 
boot connected with my bared teeth. Mine! he said. The dwarf struggled. My mas-
ter pinned him to a wall and glared him in the eyes. The dwarf lost consciousness. I 
stood, and one of the master's servants struck me down. Mine, said the master. 
Dropping the dwarf, he kicked me again. Weak. Angry. Mine! His kick did nothing. I 
cowered as if hurt.

Master, I said.

We took the dwarf home and tied him to the wall with the others. That night my 
cousin awoke. I made her awakening different from mine. I simpered for the mas-
ter beforehand, and he let me remove her blindfold. With her new eyes, I was the 
first person she saw.

Laris? she said.

Marana, I replied.
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She looked at her hands. Looked at mine.

Dead, she said.

I shook my head.

Awake.
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Chapter 7

"There have been a number of disappearances in the old garden district, sir."

"Really."

Chamlon Urthol, the Lord Protector of Vorannil Koth, examined a flower. The old 
garden district had not held any real gardens in over three hundred years, but the 
Lord Protector's garden was widely admired as one of the finest in the land. A mi-
nor noble from Alvinril Koth, who happened to be an even more minor expert on 
gardens, had proclaimed it the loveliest she had ever seen. Chamlon thought back 
on Lady Agnara's visit. He would have to ask her to come again. She was a shame-
less flatterer, but she had recognized a good many of his more obscure plants and 
could probably help him figure out what was wrong with the aszunias.

The Lord Protector turned to one of the many underlings following him carefully 
through his garden.

"Prune this bush, please," he said.

"At once, your Lordship." The servant bowed and disappeared down the path. 
Chamlon addressed another of his underlings.

"You may continue."

"Also, a minotaur killed another minotaur for no apparent reason in the harbor 
district, and two dwarves murdered a dark elf."

"I hardly expect you to stop minotaurs from killing one another, Inquisitor 
Zhownt."

The man he spoke to showed no sign of reaction. His name was in fact Zjiount. 
The Lord Protector routinely failed to get it right.

"You are only a man, after all," Chamlon continued. "You are not a god. And when 
a dwarf kills a dark elf, it is not murder. It is merely regrettable. Have you had any 
real crimes?"

"The disappearances, sir."
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"Ah yes. A number of them. What number, may I ask?"

The Inquisitor consulted a piece of paper. He was a gruff man with a bushy mus-
tache. His clothes marked him as a member of the working class, and then some, 
but he wore a finely crafted monocle about his neck on a gold chain. The glass of 
the monocle's lens was perfectly black. His dark eyes roved down the list on his 
sheet and returned unswervingly to the Lord Protector's face.

"Thirty-four, my Lord."

"Thirty-four," the Lord Protector repeated. "I would call that a significant number."

"Yes, your Lordship. It includes five of your own milliners."

"That will not do. Investigate this matter," Chamlon decreed, "but do not waste 
your energies on things that cannot, or should not, be prevented. You may go."

"Thank you, my Lord." The Inquisitor bowed clumsily and departed.

Ulbin Zjiount did not enjoy "hobnobbing with the high and mighty," as his brother 
sometimes put it, but he had an unusual duty, and one he was proud of. The office 
of the Inquisitor dated back to the early days of Vorannil Koth. The first Inquisitor 
had worn the same monocle which he now wore, and it was through his efforts 
that the Killer of the Graveyard Gates had been brought to justice, in the days 
when the old garden district overflowed with natural beauty and the Lord Protec-
tor wore the Vorannil Sword at his side morning, noon and night. Inquisitors had 
reported to Lord Protectors since those distant days, and although Vorannil Koth 
had unquestionably seen higher and mightier Lord Protectors in its long history, 
Ulbin was as proud of joining that history as he was of his Aujnabian descent. It 
was common practice for Zjiounts to change their name to Zhownt - just as Ul-
bins were usually made Arbins to sound less foreign - but Ulbin had kept the cor-
rect spelling of both names in honor of his father, who died at the hands of pirates 
to bring little Ulbin and his brother to the Port of Worlds.

Ulbin left the mansions of the Lord Protector and returned through the grey, 
muddy streets to his own office. A modest building on the edges of the warehouse 
district, its second floor also served as his home. He grunted hellos to his staff - 
two human men in the uniforms of guardsmen, on loan by tradition from the Lord 
Protector's personal security team - and retired to a dark, shuttered room in the 
back. A single candle sat on a wooden table here. He lit the candle before closing 
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the door. Then he hung the monocle from a hook in the ceiling so that it dangled 
just above eye level when he sat at the table. He stared into the black lens and 
spoke the following words:

"In the name of the Lord Protector, I, Ulbin Zjiount, sworn Inquisitor of Vorannil 
Koth, do beseech thee. Share thy magic with me now."

The candle flickered briefly, and the solid black glass seemed to ripple in the dark-
ened room. Ulbin continued.

"I seek thy aid in regard to the following people and events."

Ulbin then read every name from his list. When he had finished, he paused, and 
added, "Disappearances." He was always very careful in phrasing his words, as the 
lens did not always give you what you expected. If, for instance, he had said "kid-
nappings," he might not have seen anything at all, because he did not know if the 
disappearances really were kidnappings. They could have been murders, or run-
aways. If one of the disappearances had been a runaway, three had been murders, 
and all thirty remaining had been kidnappings, he would have gotten a confused re-
sult. The lens could only answer the most open-ended of questions.

Ulbin had no way of understanding this, but any wizard versed in the matter could 
have explained it immediately. This kind of magic is called divination or oracular 
magic, meaning magic connected to oracles. An oracle is a vessel for truth. Oracles 
are very tricky things. Firstly, it is impossible to make an oracle which can only see 
the past or only see the future. Oracular magic does not work that way. It taps 
into a vein of truth beyond time. Because of that, its answers are often difficult to 
understand. For the same reason, it is very dangerous to give an oracle any signifi-
cant degree of intelligence. When things acquire intelligence, they also acquire mo-
tives. An inanimate object with motives, intelligence, and the ability to see the fu-
ture will invariably turn on its owners. It's not a matter of if - only of when. There-
fore, anyone who makes an oracle, unless his or her situation is very unusual, will 
limit that oracle's intelligence as much as possible. Thus was the monocle of the 
Inquisitors only capable of understanding simple questions. The mages who crafted 
it had carefully restrained its intelligence to the absolute barest minimum.

"Dark eye that sees through darkness, lend me thy sight."

Ulbin stared deep into the black glass lens. Another ripple flickered across its sur-
face, and then the lens seemed to grow, its darkness overpowering all else in the 
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room, until there was only the blackness of the glass. Shapes and colors appeared, 
and Ulbin stared deeper, deeper, until the shapes and colors surrounded him, and 
what he saw was strange.

A minotaur locking horns with another of his kind, the two of them destroying a 
waterfront bar in their murderous contest. A strand of garlic hung about the neck 
of the minotaur, and another around the neck of a human man who stood beside 
him. The garlic dominated his vision, until he could see garlic before him, beside 
him, and around him. All the air reeked of its scent, and its flavor saturated his 
tongue. He stood holding a map and facing a hideous creature. Skin stretched tight 
over a human skull, and missing in places. Rotted cheeks and perfectly white teeth. 
The monster grinned as it tore a thick chain of garlic from around his neck. Oth-
ers like it watched the garlic fall as Ulbin felt himself lifted up. The map drifted to 
the ground, floating gently, paper on air. Then it was daytime. The sun stood high in 
the sky. A crowd around a fire stared up at the sun as a shadow crossed its path 
and darkness overtook the city. Ulbin rushed after the man he had seen before, 
the man who had stood by the minotaur and worn the garlic about his neck. The 
man ran. The sun disappeared. The streets grew black as night. Monsters emerged 
from every corner. The streets were crawling with vampires. They swarmed into 
the temple and killed the priests and priestesses. People cried to Ama as they died, 
begging her to return, but she was gone.

Ulbin shuddered, sweating, and found himself curled on the floor. The candle had 
gone out. The vision was over. He felt waves of despair washing over him. He had 
seen deaths in the lens before, even experienced them, but nothing it had shown 
him had ever been like this. His heart pounded, faltered, then pounded even 
harder, and somewhere in the distance he heard a man sobbing. It was him.

Finally he rose and opened the door. The two guardsmen in the next room stared 
at him. There was silence.

"What did you see?" asked the younger of the two. His voice was quiet, unnerved.

"I don't know," the Inquisitor replied. He turned his back on them and went into 
the room again to carefully remove the monocle from the hook and place it 
around his neck once more. Then he re-emerged and addressed them.

"I'm going out." He paused. "I'll be at the temple."

"Yes, sir," the older guardsman replied.
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The temple of Ama stood before a great plaza. It towered above the surrounding 
buildings, although even the temple's great height fell short of the mighty skyline of 
far-off Alvinril Koth. Marble rays emanated from the suns at the top of each of the 
building's many stone columns. The columns supported a triangular roof, at the 
apex of which was a circular platform made of amber glass. It formed a glass sun, 
complete with triangular rays, where the Voki sang each morning and evening. Ul-
bin crossed the plaza and entered the colossal doors, which stood open as always.

Inside, light from the Voki's platform above cast a glowing figure of the sun on the 
floor of the main room of worship. Ulbin paused to kneel and offer up a prayer. 
The room was mostly empty, with the exception of a few others who had also 
come to pray. From another, smaller room came the sounds of a birthing cere-
mony. Ulbin waited.

The Birth Into Light takes place soon after an infant's actual, physical birth. On this 
day, the ceremony had just begun. The Magnus Lux stood on a raised circular plat-
form in the center of the darkened room. Another Lux stood at the doors, which 
were closed, and the mother, father, and child stood on the platform before the 
Magnus Lux. All around friends and family stood on the main floor in quiet, re-
spectful anticipation.

The Magnus Lux, Metron Mekhri, was a very old elf with gray hair and silver skin. 
He wore long golden robes and a medallion shaped like the sun. The family before 
him were also elven, as were most of the onlookers. He smiled on them and nod-
ded. A trio of Voki began a hymn to Ama, and those assembled sang along. Then 
Lux Mekhri spoke.

"Before the light, there is darkness."

The others repeated his words.

"We gather together to celebrate a new dawn," spoke the Magnus Lux, and again 
the group's voice repeated his words back to him. Then the Voki drew a curtain 
behind the priest, which revealed a window and brought a ray of sunshine into the 
room, the only light yet. The ray fell on the younger Lux who stood by the doors, 
another elven priest who also wore golden robes.

"Praise be to Ama for her endless love," said the Magnus Lux. The congregation 
repeated his words.
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"May we one day reflect her glory," said both priest and following. With that, the 
Lux by the doors spoke words of prayer in Elven - and his entire body changed. 
The silver sheen of his skin grew more pronounced, and spread to his hair and his 
robes, turning him into a living mirror. The light from the window reflected off him 
to strike the medallion worn by the Magnus Lux - which then began to glow as 
brightly and with as gentle a golden hue as the sun herself. Behind Lux Mekhri, the 
Voki began to sing.

After the ceremony, Ulbin told the Magnus Lux of his vision. It was not for the 
Magnus Lux to routinely discuss the dreams of every individual human in his great 
temple's following, which by this point included nearly every permanent resident 
of Vorannil Koth and many of the more frequent visitors. But Lux Mehkri and In-
quisitor Zjiount knew each other from various official gatherings, and the elderly 
priest was known to make exceptions, from time to time. Ulbin sat in the priest's 
comfortable study and told him his disturbing tale.

"The eye doesn't always show you what you ask for," he said, "and when the mino-
taurs appeared, I wondered if I might have said the wrong thing. But then it went 
to vampires, and vampires might explain the disappearances. But - your Holiness - 
how could they have been in the temple? And the people - they were screaming to 
Ama - I heard them scream..."

The elven priest touched the investigator's shoulder.

"Be at peace," he said. "Yours is a difficult office, and requires more bravery than 
many humans possess. Many dwelling here have had similar visions."

"Then it is vampires," Ulbin replied. "I can't take down a vampire. I can tackle a 
dwarf, even when they're sober. I've arrested minotaurs. But vampires..."

"I did not mean the vampires," said Magnus Lux Mehkri. "I referred to the image of 
the disappearing sun. Some of the Luki have had similar visions. It usually precedes 
a crisis of faith. I belive that it does not represent any literal eventuality. Instead it 
represents a very real spiritual danger. If you lose sight of the divinity of Ama, then 
she may disappear from your life, even though she remains in the sky. Then your 
life will be empty, meaningless, a kind of living death, and all those around you will 
seem as soulless as vampires."

"You don't think the vampires are real?"
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"Perhaps they are, perhaps they are not," replied the priest. "But Ama will never 
disappear from the sky."

"How can you be so sure?"

The priest paused. "There is a room we have built," he finally answered, "a room 
created specifically for the edification of your kind. It is not open to everyone. If 
you would like, I will take you there."

"Your Holiness - I..."

"Come."

The elven priest led his human companion out of the study, down a hallway, and 
towards a spiral staircase. The staircase went deep below the main floor of the 
temple, until Ulbin heard a muffled rushing sound through the walls, and had to 
ask what it was.

"The city sewer system," replied the Magnus Lux. "We are deep below ground."

"I can't see anything," said Ulbin.

"I forgot about your need for light. Take my hand. I will guide you through this 
darkness, just as I hope to guide you through your troubles." The priest put his 
hand in the Inquisitor's, and led him to the bottom of the staircase.

"Where are we?" asked Ulbin.

"Deep below the temple," said the priest. "Come. Just a little further."

It was now pitch black. Ulbin could not even see his hand in front of his face, but 
he felt the strong, ancient hand of the elven priest grasping his own. The priest led 
him forwards, through what kind of space he could not even say - a corridor, a 
tunnel, a room? His footsteps echoed as he walked, and ahead of him he heard the 
rustling of the priest's robes. These were his only guides. And then the priest 
stopped, and Ulbin stopped with him, and the voice of the Magnus Lux drifted 
through the darkness.

"Look up," he said.
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Ulbin gasped. There, above him, was the sun - surrounded by stars.

"How can this be?" he said.

"The light of the sun is so great that it is difficult for your kind to ever see the sun 
itself. Look. What do you see?"

Orange streaks crossed the surface of the sun, flaring up like fire only to disappear 
in an instant. The sky was a midnight sky, filled with bright, tiny stars. An infinite 
dust of eternal light surrounded a great churning ball of fire.

"It's incredible," he said. "How can I see the stars and the sun at the same time?"

"We are looking up a long, deep tunnel," the Magnus Lux replied. "The sun herself 
is visible, but her light is not. And so in the absence of her light, you can witness 
her imperfection. See those marks? Those are sunspots. Demarcations of fire 
which arc across her face. Here you can see what few of your kind will ever know. 
Ama, for all her beauty, is imperfect. It is not her glory and perfection that lifts us 
up. It is the light of her love."

"But what does it mean?" asked Ulbin.

"Down here we are removed from the light of the sun. Removed from Ama's 
glowing love. But Ama has not ceased to exist. Ama is as eternal, mighty, and dis-
tant as the stars that surround her. She will never disappear."

"I'm in over my head," the Inquisitor replied.

"Maybe so," answered the priest, "but now I will take you to the surface."
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Chapter 8

Nim sat on the beach of Grultok's island and pointed at the grid. It had nine 
spaces - three at the top, three in the middle, and three on the bottom. Across 
from him, Jabber looked down at the figure drawn in the sand. Then he looked up 
at Nim.

"Good," Nim said. "Now you see this. All you have to do is learn the rules, and you 
get this."

He held up a tasty plum. Jabber cocked his head sideways, like a dog hearing an un-
familiar sound.

"Good?" Nim asked, nodding. The monkey nodded back. "Good," Nim said. "Now, 
what you do, is you draw either this, or this."

The monkey looked down in the sand, where Nim had drawn an X and an O. He 
looked back up at Nim.

"This, or this," Nim said, drawing the letters again. "That's a nought, and that's a 
cross. Then you get the plum."

The monkey nodded sagely, walked across the grid, and grabbed the plum.

"No," Nim said, "let go. Bad monkey. Let go."

Jabber chittered irritably.

"No," Nim said. "You have to learn the rules first." He shook his hand clear of the 
monkey's iron grip and held the plum over its head. Jabber jumped for it.

"No plum for you." Nim was firm. He lifted Jabber and sat him down. Then he pa-
tiently redrew the grid and showed it to the monkey again. A short, stocky shadow 
loomed over the sand, and Jabber looked up.

"Great Gastola's nutsack!" Puddy exclaimed. "What are you doing, you fool?"

"I'm teaching the monkey to play noughts and crosses," Nim replied.
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"You're daft in the head," the dwarf scowled. "That thing's barely got enough 
brains to scratch its own ass."

"It doesn't need brains," Nim replied. "You ever talk to Guffna?"

"That madman from the east?"

"Aye, him."

"I never had a real conversation with him," shrugged the dwarf. "He's always so-
ber."

"He was on night watch. I was on before him. He told me about a man who came 
to his town with a chicken and a sapphire. A huge sapphire. This guy goes, to the 
whole village, anybody who can beat the chicken at noughts and crosses, you can 
have the sapphire. It's huge. All they have to do is beat the chicken. And every sin-
gle person in town loses to the chicken."

"If Guffna is the finest specimen that village produced, I could believe they lost to a 
rock. Guffna couldn't pour piss out of a boot if instructions were printed on the 
bottom. But you'd never find a dwarf as dumb as his like."

"It was a dwarven sapphire. It was cut with seven sides."

"Bullshit and balderdash!" the dwarf shouted. "A dwarf losing his stone to a 
chicken?"

Jabber screeched, and the two pirates looked over. There in the grid sat an X, in 
the uppermost corner.

"Good monkey!" Nim handed over the plum. Jabber chattered and began devour-
ing it.

Puddy snorted. "Do I get to see you lose to a monkey, then?" he asked.

"He doesn't know the rules yet," Nim answered. "I've only taught him how to 
draw in the sand."

"Aye, and you'll not teach him anything else until I'm gone," said the dwarf. "You'll 
believe dwarves losing to chickens, but you've not got the balls to face down your 
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own monkey. Has he spoken to you recently? Told you he'd whip your ass, did he? 
Better not to test him, I think. You're a wise one, Nim."

"If it matters that much?" Nim drew an O next to the monkey's X. Jabber immedi-
ately drew another X in another corner. Nim stared at the monkey.

"I don't believe it," he said.

"Your move," said the dwarf.

Nim drew an O between the two Xs, blocking the monkey. But the monkey took 
the third corner with a third X. Nim took the center, blocking again, and Jabber 
filled in the space between his corner Xs.

"I should have gone there," said Nim, looking at the board.

"He would have beat you there, too!" Puddy sputtered with laughter. "How did 
you become first mate? You lost to a monkey!"

"I'm just training him," Nim said. "If I was really trying, I could beat him with half a 
brain tied behind my back."

"Where would you find it?" chortled the dwarf.

"It's your turn, isn't it?"

"Oh aye," said Puddy.

They redrew the grid. Puddy settled down and stared Jabber in the face.

"Get ready, bitch," he told the monkey. "Daddy came to hand out spankings."

But Daddy got spanked. Jabber beat him in three moves. Then he screeched three 
times, pointed at Puddy, and did a backflip.

"Care to make a wager?" said Nim. "Got any gems?"

"I was toying with him!"

"A rematch, then?"
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"I've got time for foolishness, but you don't." The dwarf was suddenly all business. 
"Grultok sent me to find you. You'd better go talk to him. It's urgent."

But when Nim found Grultok, the captain did not have an urgent expression on 
his face. He lay stretched on a sand dune just outside his hut, lounging in the tall 
grass, while several of his wives fanned him with palm fronds and fed him pineap-
ples and coconut juice. (Minotaurs are, of course, vegetarian.) Nim climbed up the 
dune from the beach, and when his head appeared over the ridge, Grultok 
stretched, yawned, and turned over to let his wives scratch his back.

"Like this, Morg?" The soft, gentle voices of minotaur women - as different from 
those of the men as a low rush of wind is from the cacophony of an earthquake - 
mingled with the crashing of waves on the beach below. Grultok grunted content-
edly. A breeze rustled through the slender grasses, and gradually Nim's footsteps 
approached. The deadly pirate captain's gigantic bovine eyes rolled lazily towards 
him.

"Good morning," Grultok rumbled. Nim nodded. It was late afternoon. "This is the 
life, Nim. A big harem, a comfortable pasture, and no lawmen anywhere to tell you 
what to do. Have some coconut juice."

"Puddy told me you had some urgent business for me," said Nim.

"Urgent? Did you beat him at cards?"

"Something like that." Nim sat down. Jabber hopped off his shoulder to explore 
the grasses.

"Go back down there and make him pay up. Nothing's urgent today. But we do 
have one or two things to discuss." One of Grultok's larger wives - Nim thought 
her name might be Bertha - handed Nim a coconut with a hole punched through 
the top. The juice was delicious. Grultok continued. "You and me, we're going to 
make a little trip tomorrow."

"We're shipping out?"

"Not in the Ruby," the minotaur replied. "We'll just take a dinghy. We're going over 
there."
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He waved a hand vaguely in the direction of the other side of the island - where 
the wizard's tower perched like a granite raven, its windows glowing like eyes full 
of evil intent.

"The tower," Nim said.

"Aye," said Grultok. "I need to have a few words with the elf who lives there. You 
might want to meet him too. We owe a lot of the ship's magic to him. I do a few 
favors for him now and again." Bertha massaged her husband's muscular back as 
he spoke. "I'm older than I used to be, Nim. The elf made me master of my ship. If 
anybody tries to steal it, they'll die. I don't even want to tell you how. But I can af-
ford to stay here once in a while and let somebody else do the dirty work - as 
long as they know what they're doing, and I know I can trust them."

"Trust is important," Nim said.

"So is discipline. Go kick that dwarf's ass," Grultok said. "And have the dinghy 
ready tomorrow by noon."

"Aye aye, Captain."
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Chapter 9

The Great Library of Alvinril Koth is the last remaining legacy of the Ilnduashian 
Empire. A mighty human warrior there, born King of his tiny country, started at 
the age of 17 with the conquest of Kanspati, an equally small state which had been 
at war with Ilnduas for longer than even the elves could remember. Soon Randuas 
and Zynduas fell to his armies as well, followed by the rest of the Desert King-
doms, and before he was 25 he had built an empire which bordered on Aujnabia. 
The Aujnabians decided it was time to teach this upstart a thing or two. They 
launched a force of 12 million warriors against Ilnduas - but the Ilnduashians re-
duced it to 4 million before it ever got as far east as Gilnspari, and held it there for 
six months at the Gap of Gilnuar with less then 500,000 warriors. This bought 
their countrymen time to ride to the Empire's defense - and ride they did, with 
their mighty King in the lead. He brought with him entire regiments of wizards 
from the great southern city-states, which in turn were rumored to have once 
been mere colonies of the far greater and more mysterious continent to the 
north. With the wizards' ancient magic, older still than even that of the Aujnabians 
- who have records of the births and deaths of entire generations of elves - the 
Ilnduashians turned back the western invaders, pressed their advantage, and came 
as far as the capital citadels of Aujnabia.

The Ilnduashian King rested now long enough to institute the wisest and most 
beneficial set of laws the region had ever seen. Women were no longer bought and 
sold as property; men no longer had their tongues cut off for telling lies. But the 
King's rulings went beyond "correcting" customs which his countrymen consid-
ered savage. He also mandated an absolute equality among all his subjects, both 
those of his own homeland and those who hailed from the lands he had con-
quered. He had roads built from one end of his empire to the next and brought 
literacy to places where it had never been seen. The peasant class of Aujnabia, who 
under their homegrown tyrants had been little more than slaves, rejoiced in their 
oppressor, and newly-trained Aujnabian warriors soon swelled the ranks of the 
Ilnduashian Empire.

It was then that the Ilnduashian King - Rednaxela was his name - set his sights on 
Morinta, as the land of both Vorannil Koth and Alvinril Koth was then named. The 
two cities were founded by Rednaxela as military outposts. At the time Morinta 
was a wilderness, peopled by nomadic tribes collectively called the Malinari. An-
cient elvish maps proclaimed this a wasteland, the furthest reaches of the ends of 
the earth. These maps told Rednaxela there was naught but ocean after the Mor-
inta coast. These maps were wrong - and had they been more accurate, Rednaxlea 
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might have gone on to conquer more lands, perhaps even the entire world. As it is, 
he set the two Koths up as his last fortifications at the edge of the world, and had 
the surrounding land cleared of giants, trolls, and dragons. It was during these bat-
tles - and battles they were, for dragons live longer than elves, and they do not 
take eviction lightly - that a curious underground vault was discovered. Vorannil 
Koth saw a gold rush at this time, as hordes of adventure seekers swarmed to the 
area to uncover the dragon's treasure, as it was believed to be. But what they 
found inside was not gold or jewels, but a trove of written words stretching into 
the depths of time. There were books, scrolls, tapestries, strange metallic plates, 
and even carved stone tablets. There were strange gems which glowed from 
within. If you looked in one, you would read a story there, always written in what-
ever your own first language happened to be. The gems told different stories to 
each who looked inside, and if you looked inside twice, you would see the same 
words the gem had chosen for you before. The mysteries of this vault had no end. 
No scholar could recognize all the languages used in these tomes. Some were sus-
pected to be scribed in the tongues of demons, or of dwellers from beyond.

Rednaxela had the Great Library built to house these texts and artifacts. Legend 
has it that he later used the vault he found them in to capture and imprison a fire 
genie who had been a tremendous power of evil elsewhere in the mighty King's 
empire. Legends of Rednaxela are many and great, not least of all because after his 
death, his empire immediately collapsed in a series of civil wars, torn apart by the 
ambitions of his many generals. Rednaxela left no heir, and his closest of kin - a 
second cousin younger than 14 - died of a mysterious accident while the King 
himself was still fighting off the illness that would eventually consume his life.

Not all lands now remember Rednaxela. Human lands in particular have readily 
forgotten him. In some of these lands, Redna, Relnax, and Naxer have become the 
names of a kingly god. The people of a dry, wooded region in outer Aujnabia mark 
him the ruler of forest fires. He comes burning across the landscape, devouring all 
in his path, and in his wake new saplings grow.

The histories of the Great Library live longer in memory than histories usually do 
- including this one, which comes from its shelves. Although the Library grows 
each year, the bulk of its texts are ancient, and most of its stories have been for-
gotten by all but the Library itself. Whether we believe the story which the Great 
Library tells about its own creation comes down to a matter of trust. Most people 
trust a library to be honest, but some say the Library has its own motives. Wizards 
gone mad with studying things they should not swear that the Great Library is 
nothing more than the largest, most powerful oracle of all time - and that what-
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ever fool crafted it also made it the most devious oracle, the most duplicitous, and 
the most intelligent.

The craziest of these wizards has written a long, detailed essay, "proving" (with 
dubious mathematics) that the Library has the power to bend time and space, and 
frequently uses this power to deliberately confuse the essay's author and prevent 
him from finding certain texts, as part of an inexplicable personal vendetta against 
him on the Library's part. This essay sits on the Library's shelves. Most people who 
go looking for it manage to find it.

The Library is certainly old enough to have been founded during Rednaxela's day, 
assuming he really existed, and it bears many of the forms and details characteris-
tic of Ilnduashian architecture, which definitely flourished and spread throughout 
the world around the time attributed to Rednaxela's reign. One such characteris-
tic is the Library's windows. There are made of neither quartz nor glass, and they 
have no shutters or wooden frames. They are purely transparent, and the most 
powerful forms of magical energy will bounce right off them like stones skipping 
on the sea. Fire does not burn them, and ice does not make them cold.

Very little sunlight filtered through these windows the day Lobei entered the Li-
brary, seeking the Third Spoke. The Library is built like a five-pointed star. Each of 
the main hallways terminates in the center at a hub. On either side of the halls, 
several floors ascend - level after level of overflowing bookshelves and ancient 
marble.

The Third Spoke is the academic spoke. Here you will find classes and lectures, as 
well as endless archives of alchemical formulae, magic spells, and maps of the stars. 
Usually the star maps come from elves. Elven astronomy is wrapped up inextrica-
bly with elven astrology, and astrology is a complex subject for a race which lives 
thousands of years and can watch the stars change positions over the course of 
the day. It is said that mastering elven astrology takes a dozen lifetimes, even for an 
elf, but it is also said that in Rednaxela's day, the great elven sages could tell the 
story of your entire life from the moment of your birth. An elven sage said Red-
naxela would one day weep, for there were no more worlds left to conquer, and 
indeed one day Rednaxela did.

Back when we were wise, thought Lobei, and continued through the spoke. She 
found the schedule, and Shulg's lecture was already in progress. She would have to 
wait. The Great Library was not the sort of place where you could just wander 
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into your friend's lecture. This was especially true of lectures on alchemy, which 
occasionally involved explosions.

Lobei had come to the Library to meet her gnomish friend before travelling 
northeast with him to his farm. She had no other reason for being there. As grand 
as the Library was, she grew up in its shadow, and she had seen it all before. She 
went off to the shelves on religion, hoping to find What To Do When You Stop Believ-
ing In Ama And Suddenly Turn Into A Mean, Grumpy Bitch. Unfortunately, she couldn't 
find it. Unaware of the Library's vindictive habit of quietly restructuring the uni-
verse in order to hide its books and annoy its patrons, she concluded instead that 
some other, quicker mean, grumpy bitch had gotten there first. She cursed the hy-
pothetical bitch for her quick wits and vowed revenge. Then she settled on One 
Sun, One Goddess and sat down to read.

One Sun, One Goddess was a history of Ama's worship. Although generally thought 
of as an elven goddess, Ama was worshipped among all the sentient races native to 
Morinta, even goblins, before the Ilnduashians came. The Ilnduashians brought gods 
of commerce, literacy, and travel, but most of all they brought Shulak, their god of 
war. Many in Ilnduas considered Rednaxela to be Shulak's Champion, and with his 
overwhelming military successes they had a strong argument. Ama's love paled be-
fore Shulak's teeth, as the Ilnduashians called their swords, and Shulak soon be-
came the reigning god of Morinta. He eventually outlasted the Empire that brought 
him there, especially in the coastal regions. When the Empire was finally nothing 
more than a memory, Shulak still reigned. Over time he metamorphosed into 
Zuulk, a fierce and ruthless sea god. If a sailor in Vorannil Koth ever tells you that 
he witnessed the armies of Zuulk waging a mighty battle, you can guarantee he 
survived a fiendish storm. Very old dwarven mapmakers still refer to the rocky is-
lands west of Vorannil Koth - Grultok's island among them - as Zuulk's teeth.

The Magnus Lux had not yet made his pilgrimage to Vorannil Koth when One Sun, 
One Goddess was written, so the book listed the cult of Zuulk as the region's 
dominant religion. But it also revealed that prior to the ancient Ilnduashian inva-
sion, both northern and southern Morinta - the lands surrounding modern Alvinril 
Koth and Vorannil Koth, respectively - had worshipped their own local versions of 
Ama. In the north, she was called Ama Kellenaso, and in the south, Ama Kolianis.

This is where One Sun, One Goddess broke into its main argument. The author 
clearly favored the southern religion over the northern, but passionately advo-
cated a union of both. This is also where Lobei got confused. She had learned in 
her religious studies, while preparing to become a priestess, that Ama had been 
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worshipped throughout the land before the coming of the Ilnduashians - yet she 
had never heard of the distinction between two versions of Ama before. She 
skipped a good deal of rhetoric and detailed history to arrive in the middle of the 
book, where the author explained the differences in detail.

The northern Ama - Ama Kellenaso - represented the sun as a kind of all-giving 
mother goddess, emphasizing her abundance, generosity, and eternal nature. The 
southern Ama emphasized the sun's cyclical behavior instead, representing her as a 
being who began each day a young girl, ended it an old woman, and passed through 
all the stages in between. The morning maiden became the noontime mother and 
finally the evening crone. This southern Ama, Ama Kolianis, was worshipped more 
by humans than by elves, while elves were more prevalent in the worship of Ama 
Kellenaso. (Many other races were involved, but the bulk of Ama's followers in ei-
ther region were elvish or human.) One Sun, One Goddess argued that the shorter 
lives of humans explains the more mortal nature of Ama Kolianis, but surprisingly 
(for the author was elvish) the book also proposed that this more mortal goddess 
actually provided a wiser and deeper way of understanding Ama than did the tradi-
tional northern approach.

The predominantly elven priests of Ama Kellenaso - and here, noting the word 
predominantly, Lobei realized that in the past, even here beside the Elfriver, humans 
had once been part of Ama's priesthood - taught that the sun was a star, and as 
eternal as the other stars which they saw every day. Just as these distant stars in-
fluence our fates, they said, so does Ama. But the humans, in their blindness, saw 
only Ama, and none of the other stars. They only saw these stars at night, when 
Ama was gone, and because of this they never realized that the goddess herself 
was a star. The author claimed that perhaps humans had this blindness so that it 
would allow them to see a greater, simpler truth - that Ama's influence on our 
lives was far greater than that of any other star.

"Compare the goddess to your lover," the author wrote. "If your lover is a 
woman, it is true that she is just one woman, and that the world is as filled with 
women as the sky is filled with stars. But does not the woman change into some-
thing more when she becomes your lover, just by being that much closer? So is it 
with Ama. To treat her as just one star among millions is to disregard her love."

He proceeded from there to a description of an ecstatic moonlight ceremony per-
formed monthly by worshippers of Ama Kolianis. They called the moon Laris, and 
said she was Ama's little sister. When she reached her fullness they would dance all 
night, celebrating the light that lived on even after Ama's death, and welcoming the 
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goddess again as dawn brought her rebirth. From dusk to dawn they would dance, 
the rhythms inducing spiritual trances and sometimes visions. Eventually, however, 
this practice died out. The priests of Shulak put an end to it, calling it effeminate 
revelry and claiming that men who danced could never make great warriors.

Lobei paused to imagine the Magnus Lux, with his overwhelming dignity, dancing in 
the moonlight. She found it a whole lot easier to picture him as a priest of Shulak 
instead.

It's not you, Ama, she thought, it's your priesthood. I just can't believe they have anything 
to do with you at all any more.

She would have continued down this path, thinking herself into depression, but at 
this moment a wiry, bearded gnome with a sparkle in his eye trotted up and poked 
her elbow.

"Oi! Lobei!" he whispered.

"Shulg!" It was difficult for Lobei to keep her voice down, she was so pleased to 
see her old friend. The scholarly little gnome was dressed in the white robes of a 
Seeker, but his robes bore numerous minor stains, and his pockets held an as-
tounding array of assorted gadgetry. Lobei spotted quills, pieces of paper, an empty 
inkjar, a wire brush, flint and steel, a tiny hammer, a mortar and pestle, several 
handkerchiefs, a magnifying glass, a few test tubes - most of them empty - and 
what appeared to be a pair of salad tongs, all overflowing from the alchemist's 
bulging pockets.

"Hello, hello," he said, keeping his voice low in the Library's hushed atmosphere. 
"You look the same as ever. Marvelous."

"You do too," Lobei said, but the gnome laughed at her.

"Hardly! Two hundred years have passed since the last time I saw you."

Indeed, the gnome's hair was now white in places, and grey everywhere else.

"It's been too long," Lobei replied.

"Perhaps so," nodded the gnome. "Perhaps so. But you are here now! Wonderful. 
Come. We will gather my things and go."
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The gnome hurried off down the hallway as Lobei rose from her chair. The bound-
less energy of gnomes never ceased to amaze her. Gnomes sometimes speak of 
the other races as the Slow People, just as elves occasionally use "the short-lived" 
to mean "everybody but us." Fortunately, an elf's legs are far longer than a 
gnome's, and it was easy for Lobei to keep pace.

As they left the Library shortly afterwards, a young wizard was on his way in. He 
was a human, and a very tired one. He had spent many late nights researching the 
consciousness of inanimate objects. He sometimes had trouble finding the books 
he was looking for. When he asked the staff for help, they sometimes had trouble 
too. He liked the staff of the Library, but he was beginning to suspect that the Li-
brary itself was out to get him. He had read a certain essay on the Library's 
quirks, and its alleged supernatural abilities, and he was beginning to wonder if 
perhaps the essay told the truth. This wizard really needed to get out more.

He saw Shulg and Lobei leave together, chatting and catching up in the manner of 
old friends reunited. He saw the elven woman carrying a book. And as he looked 
on the Library's fabled magic windows, he swore he saw it using them like eyes to 
look down at the book in the elven woman's arms - and then to smile as if pleased 
with itself. The wizard grew very nervous. He went home and began to write. 
Soon enough, a new essay sat on the Library's shelves. It claimed that the Great 
Library sometimes intentionally prevents you from finding the book you want so 
that it can get you to read another book entirely, for its own mysterious purposes.

Very few people go looking for this essay - but many find it.
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Chapter 10

The water near the wizard's tower was impossibly clear. The bay of Grultok's is-
land paradise was dark and deep, but here, rowing the dinghy, Nim could see 
straight down to coral reefs and brightly colored fish. A hammerhead shark drifted 
lazily into view, prowling the ocean floor in a disinterested way, and Nim continued 
rowing, although if truth be told Grultok was doing most of the work. When 
you've got two men in a dinghy, and one of them is an eight-foot minotaur, and the 
other's just a human, it's pretty easy to guess who's going to get more serious 
rowing done.

Transparent though the water was, it had definitely done its share of damage to 
ships in the past. The hammerhead swam across a rift, where below it Nim could 
see as clear as day wreckage, skeletons, and the seductive glint of gold.

"There's sunken treasure here," he told Grultok. "The real kind."

"Don't even think about it," the minotaur grunted.

"Finders keepers," said Nim.

"The elf found it first."

The sorceror's tower loomed above them, getting closer and closer. It was either 
cunningly crafted to resemble a rock, or it had in fact been carved out of a single 
massive rock - Nim could not say which for sure. Grey and black, covered in 
places with lichen and moss, it ascended hundreds of feet from the water to cul-
minate in windows and spiky minarets.

Nim spotted another skeleton as they approached the tower - the remains of 
what appeared to have once been a gigantic shark with six legs. Mussels and sea 
anemones flourished now on the creature's lifeless bones, and tiny fish darted in 
and out of its empty eye sockets. It was hard to say precisely, the skeleton laying 
so deep below the water, but Nim guessed some of its larger teeth were as big as 
his hand, if not bigger.

Jabber sat perched on the prow of the boat. As soon as they got close enough to 
the tower, he leaped from the boat onto the rocks. The tower was surrounded by 
a ragged archipelago of sharp, jagged rocks, but a few were flat enough to walk on, 
and one held an iron spike driven into the stone, where Nim secured the boat 
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with a rope. "Filthy landlubber," he chided the monkey, and grabbing him, returned 
Jabber to his usual place on Nim's own shoulder. Grultok climbed out of the boat 
and the three of them looked up at the tower.

There was no visible means of entry, and the closest thing to a path was a series 
of rocks separated by waves of clear water. It was easy to see the rocks lurking 
below the water, but not so easy to hop from rock to rock and approach the 
tower. There were skulls in the water between the rocks, and a number of bones 
littered about the rocks themselves. Some had lichen growing inside, and one pile 
held the nest of two seabirds. Some of the bones were human, others were ani-
mal, and Nim even saw the horned, humanoid skull of a minotaur. If this phased 
Grultok, he gave no sign of it, but merely continued silently towards the tower.

The tower rose straight out of the water; it sat on no rock but was rock itself. As 
Nim followed Grultok, hopping onto the rock closest to the tower, he felt Jabber's 
grip on his shoulder tighten in panic, and the monkey began to chatter and 
screech. Nim turned around to see a pile of bones rising up from the rock upon 
which it sat, assuming the shape of a grinning, malicious skeleton.

"Grultok," Nim said. The minotaur turned. Another skeleton formed and rose, this 
one emerging from the water near a rock they had already passed over. It was 
goblin-sized, with tiny horns on its head, and it began crawling towards them, pick-
ing its way across the rock like a white, bony spider.

"This is normal," Grultok said, as all around them, bones resolved into skeletons 
and began approaching the two pirates and the one terrified monkey. The skeletal 
creatures formed a circle around them. The two seabirds lifted into the air, cawing 
with annoyance and surprise at the unexpected motion of their former home, and 
in the distance a huge, shark-shaped mess of tooth and bone, its bleached skeleton 
covered in shellfish and stranger things, burst from the water on six white legs and 
gnashed enormous teeth. It lumbered towards them. Jabber screeched and hid be-
hind Nim's head. Nim put his hand on his sword. Grultok didn't bat an eye.

"Hold!" he bellowed, and then he held aloft a gleaming amulet. Nim recognized it; 
it was the same one Grultok had taken from the vampire in Vorannil Koth. "I come 
for your master!"

The shark thing stopped in its tracks and began grinding its teeth. The other skele-
tons paused. They maintained their circle and swayed impatiently from side to side, 
but they did not come any closer.
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"Let the doors of Zuulk's sharpest tooth open for Captain Morg Grultok!" the 
minotaur cried, and with that a glowing blue outline appeared in the stone walls of 
the tower. The stone there disappeared, and an opening stood where none had 
been before.

"This guy doesn't get a lot of visitors, does he?" said Nim. Grultok shook his head. 
The pirates jumped across the water and entered the doorway, Jabber turning 
around and facing backwards on Nim's shoulder to keep his eye on the skeletons, 
and the rock sealed shut behind them. Inside, they found themselves at the base of 
a huge spiral staircase. The only light came from far, far above. The stairs were 
carved from blue granite and covered with slippery moss. Their footsteps echoed 
off stone.

After a long, precarious climb, they stood before an arching pair of black marble 
doors. A mosaic of bone fragments framed the doorway, with a monstrous skull at 
the apex of the arch. The skull was lean, with long spiralling horns at the top. Nim 
had never seen another to match it.

"Now what?" whispered Nim. "Do you knock?"

"No," the minotaur replied. "We wait."

The doors stood silent, and the pirates too. Jabber grew bored and crawled from 
one shoulder to the other on Nim's back, while Grultok stood stolid and patient, 
his arms folded across his chest. After a time he lit a cigar and offered one to Nim. 
The human shook his head. Grultok took a long toke and exhaled foul-smelling 
fumes. And then they waited a while longer.

Eventually quiet, even footsteps approached the doors, which opened noiselessly 
to reveal a tall dark elf. Dark elves have the same metallic sheen to their skin as all 
elves do, but instead of being silver, their skin is black. It is like looking on black 
marble or blackened steel. This elf wore the white robes of a Seeker, but where 
some Seekers are modest in their raiment, his robes were made of gleaming satin. 
His hair was midnight blue, and his eyes were unreadable.

He looked at Grultok. "Do you have my amulet?" he asked.

Grultok nodded.
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"Follow me."

The sorceror led the two pirates into his entrance hall. It was conspicuously bare. 
The walls were blue granite, and the floor was black marble.

"I see you have a monkey," said the elf.

"Yes," Nim replied.

"I have several myself," the elf continued. "Over there, on the wall."

Through an arching, open doorway on the right, in another room, there were sev-
eral shelves containing jars. Nim saw that some of the jars contained monkeys of 
various sizes suspended in yellow liquid, their eyes wide open, staring at nothing. 
Other jars contained other things. Jabber gripped Nim's shoulder like he was try-
ing to pull it off his back, but the monkey didn't make a sound.

"Ah," said Nim.

"Monkeys," he added.

"Yes," the sorceror replied. He led them through another arch and into a wide 
open room. A perfectly round, smooth ball of black marble sat in the center on a 
blue granite pedestal. Each wall held huge arching windows, lattices of lead-lined 
glass. There were no curtains, nor did Nim see any furniture, but the floor held 
five gilded circles inscribed with runes and symbols. The black marble orb sat at 
the center of the center circle; the other four circles were arranged around it, one 
each facing east, west, north, and south.

The creepy motherfucker in his shimmering satin turned now and led them into 
another room - a library, crammed with books from floor to ceiling. A glass case 
on one wall stood between two bookshelves; in it rested a wide array of strange 
jewelry. The elf produced a long silver key from a chain within his robes and care-
fully opened the glass.

"The amulet," he said.

Grultok handed it to him, and he placed it inside the case.

"Are we even?" said the minotaur.
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"We are even," replied the sorceror. He closed the case and locked it. "Although 
there is a favor I might ask of you."

"I have no objection to doing a favor for my neighbor - within reason." Grultok 
spoke slowly and carefully.

"It concerns the owner of the amulet," said the elf. "Did you meet him?"

"I did," said Grultok.

"And you?" said the elf, speaking to Nim.

"I didn't meet him personally," Nim replied. "I know who you mean."

"Good." The sorceror nodded. "I have some more business with him. The potion 
which you brought to him has proven very useful for his purposes, and he would 
like to acquire some more. Unfortunately, I do not have the recipe. I specialize in 
other areas. But I know the creator of the potion. He is another Seeker. He lives 
near Alvinril Koth, and I do not go there. There are people in Alvinril Koth who 
might have issues with my research, if they learned too much about it."

"What they don't know won't hurt them," said Grultok.

"This is usually the case," the sorceror answered, nodding. "Perhaps you could visit 
my colleague for me. He is brewing his potion as we speak. If you could take it to 
the amulet's owner - it would be a very friendly thing to do."

Nim and Jabber were silent as Grultok took a puff from his cigar.

"What are friends for?" he said.

"Indeed," the elf replied.

When Nim and Grultok rowed back to the island, Grultok told Nim he could 
handle this errand for the elf.

"In the Ruby?" Nim said.
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"Aye," Grultok replied. "You'll be captain for the voyage. Don't let it go to your 
head."

The Seeker in his tower - Burimaipeh Fon was his name - watched the pirates go. 
His skeletal pets did not trouble them. Sunset came, and night fell. Seeker Fon 
stood before the marble orb in his magical laboratory and waved his hand above 
its surface.

"Osha, oshamai," he said. "Miusko kotos pulyo Vorannil Koth. Osha, oshamai!"

Mists swirled in the orb, and he saw the grinning, half-rotted face of a vampire.

"Soon you will have what you want," Fon said.

The vampire nodded several times, its head bobbing grotesquely, and with effort, it 
spoke.

"Yess," it hissed.

"And for myself. I will have what I want?"

Again the vampire's head nodded, so many times that Fon wondered if the crea-
ture even realized what it was doing.

"Yess," the vampire repeated.

"Show me," said the elf.
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Chapter 11

My master spoke to a light. He used words. Neither I nor my cousin could use 
words any longer. We crouched with the others, avoiding the light, watching it to 
see what it would do. It spoke to the master, and the master spoke also.

The shape floated in the air just above his head. It was a sphere of pale white, like 
the moon. The moon hurts when you go outside. It feels like an echo of some re-
membered pain. It cannot destroy, but it can hurt. One night we followed the mas-
ter when he went hunting. I pointed to the moon and made my cousin look. Bad, I 
said. Pain.

She nodded, and touched my shoulder. Laris, she said. I wondered what the word 
meant - then I remembered that it used to be my name. I thought for a moment. It 
did not come easily. Marana, I replied. Yes, she said.

I caught a cat in the alleyways, a fat hairy thing which tore deep lines in my dead 
skin with its vicious little claws. I strangled it and showed it to the master. Mine? I 
asked. Yours, he said, and crept further down the alley. The others followed him. I 
caught my cousin's back with my hand, and she turned to look at me. Yours, I said. I 
gave her the cat. Nobody saw us.

The master stood fearlessly before the tiny moon and spoke to the man inside. I 
know he spoke because I saw him move his lips. The man in the moon was talking 
too. He used more words than my master. Then my master turned, and pointed at 
me. I looked up at him. He was showing me to the man in the moon. Here, he said, 
and I reluctantly approached. The moon did not hurt me. Its light was not the pain-
ful kind. I peered inside to look at the man. He was an elf. He had tiny, pointy ears, 
and he looked very strong, but he had no scent. He looked me over and spoke 
more words to my master, who nodded, and then turned to me. Go, he said. I re-
turned to the circle around my master and crouched beside my cousin.

Bad? she said.

I shook my head.

Strange.
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Chapter 12

Shulg and Lobei rode to Shulg's farm on horseback. By the end of the first day, 
they had left civilization far behind. Here in the foothills north of Alvinril Koth 
there were only trees, grasslands, and dirt roads. They saw birds, foxes, and even 
deer, but no people. The sky seemed wider and deeper, somehow, and the clouds 
were enormous, almost as if the harsh, ruthless mountains to the north, so much 
bigger than the surrounding land, demanded soft gentle mountains of cloud to 
keep them company, and a sky big enough to keep them in.

The two friends - the silver-skinned elf and the energetic gnome - found a clearing 
near a river, not far from the road, and built a small campfire to keep themselves 
warm. Here they cooked their dinner, shared stories, and listened to the sounds of 
crickets and owls.

"Sometimes I hear wolves," Shulg said, "but tonight seems peaceful."

"I would sing a song of protection," answered Lobei, "but my songs have failed 
me."

Her voice, however, had not, and to pass the time she sang the song of Niamathok, 
the hunter who fell in love with the moon. She sang in the elven tongue, for Shulg 
was well acquainted with that language - and many others beside - and the beauty 
of her song is one our own speech cannot replicate. But the story is easy to tell. 
Niamathok hunted by night, and was the greatest hunter the world had ever 
known. The moon guided him, and was his only light, and over time he came to 
love her. But she made no answer to his songs or his poetry, and one night in pas-
sionate despair he used his mighty bow to let arrows fly towards her. These struck 
her, and pierced her heart, but when she finally appeared to him - a lovely maiden, 
naked beneath a flowing silver gown - she told him they could never be together, 
for he was a mortal, an elf, and she was a goddess.

"And further," she said, "I change my shape with every passing night. You are not of 
my kind. It can never be."

She spent a night of love with him then, and was gone by morning. The next night, 
she did not appear. The sky held no light, and Niamathok did not hunt. But gradu-
ally she returned, and soon was in her fullness, pregnant with Niamathok's son. 
And Niamathok cried out to her, begging her to return and share her light with 
him, but she could not. And the pregnancies of goddesses last longer than the lives 
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of mortal men, even elven men, and Niamathok never met his son. But a goddess 
can give her children any shape she chooses, and in honor of Niamathok she 
chose the shape of his hounds, fierce creatures, loyal and strong. And Niamathok's 
son was greater than any other hound, with sharper teeth and quicker wits, as 
large as a bear and as nimble as a panther, and he became the father of the race of 
wolves. And the children of this mighty creature inherited their elven grandfather's 
skill in hunting, second to none since the dawn of time, and it is for this reason 
that a wolf will call an elf "Grandfather" when they meet, and show respect. And 
Niamathok's grandchildren inherited also his terrible passion, and this is why 
wolves howl when the moon is full - for deep inside their souls, the heartbroken 
anguish of Niamathok lingers on.

"If truly you are done with the priesthood," said Shulg, "you have a future before 
you as a bard."

"Perhaps," said Lobei, and made no other answer.

The morning came, the sun rose, and Lobei watched it in silence. Soon after Shulg 
emerged from his tent, his bushy white mane poking in every direction. Lobei had 
already bathed in the river, given some hay and a carrot each to her horse and 
Shulg's pony, and begun making breakfast. The gnome yawned and went to the 
river to wash. When he returned, he carried with him a handful of spiky yellow 
berries. Lobei was packing her tent. She had a skillet perched over the campfire, 
cooking chopped potatoes and rashers of salted bacon, and beside that a kettle 
warming up for coffee.

"Lobei. Look," Shulg said. He showed her the berries.

"Are they safe to eat?" she asked.

"Maybe. It depends what you mean by safe. These are adinildiin."

"Adeen--?" Lobei tried to pronounce the word and failed.

"Adinildiin," Shulg repeated. "'It shines.' That's the translation. There used to be 
Malinari living here. They called themselves Maiitsoh Dine'e. The Wolf Tribe. The 
berries are adinildiin because - it's a long story. Very long story."

"I have time," Lobei replied.
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"All right. The Maiitsoh worshipped Ama, but they called her Koliama. The name 
isn't in the Maiitsoh tongue, I don't know where they got it. Anyway they were a 
tribe mainly of elves. Mainly. So these berries come from what we call the thiusla 
family. The Maiitsoh called thiusla berries shandiin didze - sunshine berries - and 
said they were sacred to Ama. Sunshine berries. Because they're yellow."

Lobei nodded, and the gnome continued.

"The adinildiin were the most sacred of the sunshine berries. The Maiitsoh - do 
you know anything about oracular magic?"

"No. Sorry."

"Doesn't matter. The Maiitsoh didn't have wizards or sorcerors like we have today. 
But they did have shamans. And the shamans had some kind of ritual that they 
used, and they would use this ritual, and they would look at the adinildiin, and one 
particular berry would shine when they looked at it. Sometimes they would find it 
right away. Sometimes they would look for weeks. But they did this ritual, and they 
would see the berry shine, and it had to be just the right berry." The gnome 
paused for emphasis, and to take a quick breath. "Just the right berry. So. When 
they found it - it would shine - and they would eat it - and they would have vi-
sions. And oracular magic, that's magic where - oracular magic is when you use 
magic to find things out. It's not easy. And this was a primitive type of oracular 
magic. And they said it came from Ama. Koliama. They said it came from Koliama. 
But we don't have the ritual any more. The priests of Shulak killed all the shamans 
when the Ilnduashians took over. We don't know how they did it. And there are 
researchers who study oracular magic. That's not my thing. My thing's alchemy. The 
researchers who study oracular magic, they have no idea how the Maiitsoh did this 
ritual. But alchemists - we know that whatever they did to find the right berry, we 
know that whatever they did, whatever it was, the berry they eventually chose al-
ways contained a certain number of seeds. So we make a potion with these seeds 
in it, in the right number, and it works for divination. It works for oracular magic. It 
gives you visions."

"Like the Maiitsoh had?" Lobei asked. As the gnome had expounded on his topic, 
growing more and more animated, she had thrown a dash of garlic on the bacon, 
mixed dried peppers in with the potatoes, and made two hot, steaming cups of 
coffee. The smells mingled with the morning air and put a smile of anticipation on 
her face. Few things in the world can beat a good camp breakfast.
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"Sort of. Not quite. The Maiitsoh believed their visions came directly from Ama. 
They would encounter a sort of junior goddess called Adinildiin, named after the 
berry. She was a sort of angel of Ama, she would answer questions for them. We 
don't get that. Sometimes we get truly profound divination. Other times, it's just 
sort of interesting to watch. You always get visions, or at least visual impressions, 
but they're not always meaningful. Sometimes they are. Sometimes they aren't."

"Maybe if the shamans were still around, and we had the ritual..." Lobei began. She 
bit into a thick, hot slice of bacon, swallowed a mouthful of spicy potato, and fin-
ished it off with some coffee. Then she apologized for her manners and handed 
Shulg his plate. The gnome hadn't noticed. By now he was so involved with the 
knowledge he was sharing that he was waving his hands and walking in circles 
around the campfire.

"Calm down, Shulg," she said. "Have some breakfast."

"Okay, okay," the gnome replied. He took a quick swig of coffee and continued. "It 
would be great if we had the ritual. Absolutely it would be great. But we don't. But 
the thing is, these seeds - there's a staggering number of ways to mix them. So I've 
kind of made it my personal mission to find the right way. Because we can't get to 
this primitive oracular magic any more. The ritual. We can't get it - it's lost to the 
past. It's gone forever. But we have the berries. We have the seeds."

"Well - what is it about the seeds?"

The gnome nodded, a "good question" sort of nod, and took a bite out of his ba-
con.

"The seeds - we don't --" he paused, and looked at his plate. He took another bite 
from his bacon. Then he gave another, more serious nod, chewing vigorously, and 
Lobei laughed.

"Thank you," she said.

"Thank you," Shulg answered. "This is the bacon from my saddlebags? Yes? How 
did you do that?"

"No no no," Lobei replied. "The seeds."
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"Okay, so, the seeds. So the question is what gives the seeds the ability - how can 
they do that? How do these simple little seeds growing on a bush, how do they 
give us visions? They're not magical. We've done tests. Other Seekers, I mean. They 
don't have a magic aura. They don't have a divine aura. They're just seeds. But how 
do they do that, it's like asking what makes a song beautiful. We don't know the 
answer. We'll never know the answer. The gods themselves might not know the an-
swer. And in a way, it doesn't matter, because the thing is - the thing is - let me tell 
you about something that happened about twenty years ago. There was this dwarf. 
Very old dwarf. She was a friend of a friend. I came up with one very effective mix-
ture involving adinildiin. TTAM. TTAM stands for thiusla teikhos adinildiin manto-
siouno."

"Of course," said Lobei, rolling her eyes. "I'm never going to remember that, 
Shulg."

"True enough, true enough," the gnome replied. "Just think TTAM. This dwarf, her 
name was Marianud, she had a very positive experience with TTAM. So she asked 
me how my mixtures were going, and I told her I was working on a new one and 
hoping to find volunteers to test it with me. TAT, I called this one. The new one. 
Thiusla adinildiin teikhos. Very similar to TTAM, just mixed differently. Different 
blend, different process, very similar ingredients. So we took this mixture together 
and we visited the monastery by the lake, and we bought some of their bread - 
the monks, they make very good bread - and then we went for a walk. We walked 
around and took in the sights. And we came to this very old fence, one of the old 
stone fences the Ilnduashians built. And of course it had rusty old spikes on top. 
But they were blunt, they were ancient, they had no sharpness left. Crows would 
perch on them. So I suggested, I said, let's climb the fence, we can hop over to the 
other side, there's a wonderful view of the mountains. But Marianud froze. She 
stopped dead in her tracks, she said 'I can't,' and then she said, 'I can't move my 
legs.' And she tried to walk over to the fence, because I was already climbing it, 
and she tripped, and she fell, and she couldn't stand up. She said, 'I've fallen, and I 
can't get up!' So I dropped down from the fence and came back and she was very 
upset.

"She told me she couldn't move her legs at all. And she said some things that didn't 
really make sense. But, the thing is, here's the thing, when people take these po-
tions, what they say doesn't always make sense, but sometimes the things they say 
that don't make sense, that's what's true. The oracular magic is somewhere in the 
seeds, and these mixtures, when they work, they turn you into an oracle. So I al-
ways pay close attention to what people say, and I pay special attention to the 
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things they say that don't make sense. So here's what she said. She said, 'I'm being 
poisoned. I'm being paralyzed. It has to stop.' But TAT, it doesn't paralyze people, 
especially not dwarves. And she only took about half a flask. Even if it did paralyze 
people, that wasn't enough for it to do anything that serious. Not near enough. 
But I thought to myself, I thought, here's a truth. It's on its way. But I just told her, 
look, if the mixture is really causing you trouble, you can just gag yourself. You can 
just throw up. It won't be pleasant, but the stuff will be out of your body in no 
time. And that wasn't very nice, I said it in a sort of very callous way, but instead of 
getting angry with me, or hurt, she just got very quiet. And she got this sort of 
look on her face, and I thought, here it comes.

"And she looked at me, and she spoke slowly, and quietly, and she said - 'Can a 
person curse themselves?' And I said certainly. Curses are just concentrated mal-
ice. Evil wizards have made an art of it, but the truth is that people inflict tiny 
curses on each other all the time, every day, all over the world. And then I asked 
her what her curse was. And she said, she told me, well, it was actually a very 
complicated story, but the basic idea, she had a curse which haunted her, it made 
her sick in her stomach. And so I said the only thing which I could think of, I said, 
'Why do you curse your stomach?' And she just started bawling. She cried, and she 
sobbed, and tears were coming down her face, and she told me how her mother 
had been very sick when she was a young dwarf. Her mother developed some 
horrible illness which gave her terrible pain in her stomach. The healers couldn't 
help her, the priests couldn't help her, and finally she begged Marianud to kill her. 
She was in that much pain. And Marianud was still an adolescent, not even 50, 
which is very young for a dwarf. Very young indeed. Dwarves can't even reproduce 
at that age. But her mother begged and pleaded with her, and finally Marianud 
smothered her with a pillow. And Marianud's father, he helped her.

"And she told me, she said, I've never been able to remember that. I've never been 
able to remember anything that happened to me before I was 102. But she re-
membered it perfectly at that moment. And she cried, and I cried too, because it 
was the saddest thing I had ever heard. And Marianud took a flask out of a pouch 
on her belt. And she showed it to me, and she told me it was poison. I sniffed it - 
and it was bloodroot. Bloodroot isn't just poison. It's the type of poison an 
Aujnabian assassin will use if he wants to make sure nobody can even approach 
the body to bury it. It does terrible things. And she said she kept it with her so 
that if the pain in her stomach ever got bad enough, she could kill herself. And she 
cried, and she cried and cried, and I cried with her. And after a while the pain in 
her stomach was gone, and she could walk with no difficulty at all, and we got up 
and we climbed the fence and watched the sun set over the mountains. So eventu-
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ally she wrote me a letter telling me how the pain in her stomach never came 
back, and she didn't have that flask of bloodroot any more. She got rid of it.

"So I developed a healthy respect for TAT."

Lobei was quiet. The gnome scarfed down his bacon and potatoes. His elven com-
panion had forgotten her own breakfast. Her plate sat in her lap and her knife 
rested in her hand, an uneaten chunk of potato still speared on the end of it. Shulg 
downed the rest of his coffee and began fidgeting restlessly.

"I'd better pack my tent," he said, scuttling past Lobei. Too late, she remembered 
that it is never wise to give coffee to a gnome.

"Wait," she said. "That's what you do? As an alchemist?"

"Oh yes, yes," Shulg nodded vigorously. "It's a little unusual, most alchemists, they 
don't do this sort of thing, but it's very rewarding."

"That's what we're supposed to do," Lobei said. "But we don't do it any more. You 
saved that woman's life. She was suffering from a spiritual crisis. It could have killed 
her."

"Maybe so, maybe so," the gnome replied. He pulled his bedroll out of his tent and 
started unearthing the pegs which tethered the tiny shelter to the ground. He ran 
his fingers through his hair and looked up. "Who's we?"

"The priesthood," said Lobei. "I think Bursha would be proud of you, Shulg."

"Maybe so," smiled the gnome.
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Chapter 13

Before they set sail, Puddy and Nim played noughts and crosses with Jabber again. 
They queued up a long line of pirates on the sandy beach, and Jabber beat them 
all. Many of the pirates shouted and argued, and after Nim and Puddy broke up a 
fight between two goblins by pouring ale on their heads, Jabber was too tired to 
play noughts and crosses any more. He was also so full of plums that his stomach 
was bulging and his eyelids were heavy. He fell asleep on the sand, and Nim picked 
him up like a sack of potatoes and swung him over his shoulder.

The next day, Jabber saw a change in the pirates' expression. They became ruthless 
and businesslike. They reminded him of lions, one moment lounging sleepy-eyed 
together and playing with their cubs, the next sharpening their claws and teeth on 
a creature too slow to get away. Before becoming a pet to various humans, Jabber 
had lived with his tribe in a far-off land. There was no such thing as property 
among his people -- anything they had belonged to the tribe itself, not this mem-
ber of the tribe, or that member. It was very different from the way the pirates 
behaved towards their things. There were times when it was very clear that some-
thing belonged to one particular pirate, and nobody else was even allowed to 
touch it. It was like each pirate was his own tribe.

For example, when Nim first boarded the ship that morning, he waved his arms 
and shouted. A large number of pirates were already on board. Jabber perched on 
Nim's shoulder as Nim spoke a number of words to the assembled crew. The 
crew dispersed, and then returned, each one carrying something. Most of the 
things they carried were sharp. Jabber saw long knives, many bigger than he was, 
some decorated with jewels and designs, all of them looking exceedingly danger-
ous. He saw poles with knives on the end. Puddy the dwarf carried a big shovel-
like thing with blades on it that were like wide steel pie slices bigger than several 
monkeys put together. It also had a spike at each end of its handle.

The pirates held onto their possessions with an unmistakable air of jealousy and 
territorial boundary. Eyes roamed left and right with no sign of trust or affection. 
The pirates lined up as Nim opened the lock on a large, heavy chest, and each one 
placed his weapon inside the chest. Their expressions were all unique. Some wore 
looks of resentment. Others placed their treasures in the chest as if laying a child 
to bed. Puddy actually whispered a few words to his shovel thing. The tall, bearded 
man called Guffna scowled at Nim when his back was turned, and a few others 
joined him, but more looked askance at one another. It was a strange ceremony.
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Nim, wearing a long black sword in a scabbard on his belt, locked the chest tight, 
and watched as four strong pirates carried it away. 

Among Jabber's people, the custom was to live in a communal way -- yet there 
was always one who chose another, solitary path. In Jabber's own tribe, it had been 
his uncle, who frequently disappeared for months at a time. He often came back 
with strange things, and the other monkeys would gather around him to see what 
he had found. Once he brought back a white stone, transparent, perfectly round, 
and as big as he was. The elder monkeys gathered beside him, and the younger 
monkeys had to stay back. This happened when Jabber was a baby, but he crept 
close to the stone and saw his own reflection in it before the elders screeched 
and shooed him away. In the end they buried the stone at night beneath an old 
tree. Every monkey had done their share of the digging, but only Jabber's uncle had 
been permitted to touch the stone. This was the closest thing that Jabber had ever 
seen to what the pirates were now doing. He wondered what it meant.

Soon after this, the ship departed. Nim walked around talking to people, being 
busy and important. Jabber felt woozy and unbalanced, and he perched in the rig-
ging, clutching the ropes, until Puddy grabbed him and stuck some kind of tube up 
his nose. The monkey screeched with protest, but his closest friend, Nim, merely 
turned and lauged. The tube stank of some kind of horrible concoction, the type of 
foul disgusting thing that only a hairless idiot like a human or a dwarf would carry 
around in their pocket. Jabber leaped free of the dwarf's grip and spat and sneezed 
until he was free of the noxious fumes. He screeched and sputtered at the dwarf, 
but Puddy just laughed, and when Jabber took a moment to stand there, indignant, 
he realized he no longer felt seasick. He looked at the dwarf suspiciously, and the 
dwarf laughed even harder.

Jabber ran up the rigging and climbed to the top of the ship. The rigging was a 
strange nest of ropes, like a spiderweb but not sticky. Where a spiderweb was cir-
cular, it was triangular, and where a spiderweb was triangular, it was square -- but it 
was more like climbing vines than anything else. At the top was a small treehouse 
where a goblin stood, scanning the horizon and smoking a pipe. He was a gnarled 
creature, missing most of his teeth, and the ones he still had were curving, jagged, 
and yellow. Jabber had seen this one before. A sore loser at noughts and crosses. 
The goblin swatted at him, cursing him in its strange language, but Jabber leaped 
out of the way and landed on one of the branches which extended from the masts 
below. From there he screeched at the goblin and did a couple backflips just to 
prove his point. Then he climbed back down to the main deck to see what he 
could see.
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Stairs led down from the main deck to the hold. Jabber hopped down two steps, 
got frustrated with his rate of progress, and leapt up to the railing. He ran down 
the railing and discovered a long, mostly empty space. There were a few crates 
here and there, and barrels. Jabber knew what was in the barrels. He wondered if 
he could get one open.

He hopped up to the top of a crate, and from there to another, and then ran along 
the tops of the crates towards the barrels. But along the way, he heard a hushed 
voice. It was Guffna, the human. He changed course - the barrels were in the cen-
ter of the hold, but Guffna's voice came from one of the far edges.

Jabber found Guffna speaking to about twelve or eleven men. Mostly human, a few 
goblins, one dwarf -- a young one with a thick black beard. Jabber emerged at the 
top of a crate and looked down. The pirates nearly jumped out of their skins. They 
looked at him the way hyenas do, and for a moment they were all silent, but then 
Guffna took a dried fig from one of his pockets and threw it to the small monkey. 
Then he resumed speaking, almost in a whisper. One time he pointed at the mon-
key. Then he produced a piece of paper from within his clothes, and a piece of 
charcoal. He drew noughts and crosses on the paper, and Jabber looked with in-
terest for a moment until it became clear to him that Guffna was definitely not 
familiar with the rules. There was no grid, and the fool had put twelve crosses on 
the paper, with only one nought. There was also a square. Squares aren't even part 
of the game.

Nonetheless, the other pirates were looking at Guffna as if they thought he was 
very clever. No wonder it was so easy to take their plums. Guffna continued 
speaking in a hushed voice, and Jabber went over to him and pulled on his leg to 
get another fig. However, the pirate simply shooed him away. Annoyed, Jabber left, 
and came to the large, locked chest he had seen earlier that morning. He hopped 
on top of it, sat there for a moment, and scratched his ass. Then he ran off to find 
something more interesting.

That night, Puddy had watch duty. He walked back and forth on the main deck. The 
ship was quiet. He lit a pipe of fine dwarven tobacco and inhaled it thoughtfully. 
The tobacco was malhuda, which he bought in Vorannil Koth, although it was 
banned there. He had found a small dwarven shop near the warehouse district, in 
a dwarven neighborhood where he knew he would find people who remembered 
the old ways. Dwarves had smoked malhuda for thousands of years before they 
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began living with humans. They humored humans, but some things were more im-
portant than human laws.

This malhuda was strong, with a nice mellow character to it, and a clear sticky 
taste. When Puddy had been 100, the tobacco had made him giggle. Now it just 
changed the way he saw light. It was perfect for a quiet night with nothing to do. 
Puddy removed a large precious jewel from a pouch at his belt. The belt was made 
of iron, instead of leather, and the pouch was welded onto it and lined with chain 
mail. On many occasions, Puddy charged into battle with his jewel better-
protected than he was. The jewel was blue with seven sides. He examined it 
thoughtfully, though he knew every facet better than his own hands.

Footsteps approached. Nim, with the monkey perching on his shoulder.

"Is that what I think it is?" he asked.

"Aye," the dwarf replied. He held it up to the moonlight, which filtered through to 
splash blue light along the deck.

"You're brave to bring it on board the ship."

"No true dwarf ever lets his jewel leave his side," Puddy replied. "Besides, who 
would dare take it without killing me first?"

"True enough," Nim replied.

"Care for a smoke?" said the dwarf.

Nim puffed on the pipe and handed it back.

"I see you've got your sword," Puddy said.

"I'm not eight feet tall, and I don't have horns," Nim answered. "And this is my first 
voyage as captain."

"Indeed it is."

Jabber hopped off of Nim's shoulder and ran alongside the railing, while the dwarf 
leaned against it and passed Nim the pipe again.
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"We should be in Alvinril Koth by morning with this wind," he said. "We're having 
unusual luck."

As if saying the words had jinxed him, Puddy then suffered the worst thing that 
could happen to a dwarf. His stone was stolen.

By a monkey.

Jabber had been sitting "casually" on the railing just beside Puddy's hand, eyeing the 
sapphire while Puddy smoked his pipe. At the crucial moment when Puddy leaned 
towards Nim and handed him the pipe, Jabber pounced. He tore the sapphire out 
of the dwarf's hand as he jumped to the floor, his own downward momentum add-
ing force to his pull. But it was not his strength that won him the jewel, but his 
timing -- for Puddy's grip had been relaxed, the stone hanging lazily in his fingers. 
The dwarf lunged for the monkey, but having leaned forward to hand Nim the 
pipe, his balance was off, and he fell to the floor.

"Damnation!" he roared. "Get that monkey!"

Jabber ran for it. The dwarf thundered after him, and Nim also gave chase. Nim had 
longer legs and quickly caught up with Jabber, but Jabber climbed up the rigging 
and hopped from a branch off the mast and onto the forecastle. Nim and Puddy 
chased him up the stairs; he ran along the railings and leaped back down to the 
main deck before disappearing down the stairs into the hold.

"That's my stone! That flea-bitten motherfucker stole my stone!" Puddy shouted, 
murder in his eyes. "I'll skin him alive!"

"Jabber!" yelled Nim. The two pirates ran down the stairs into the hold, chasing 
after the tiny monkey, but what they saw at the bottom of the stairs made them 
stop in their tracks.

Immediately before them sat Jabber, hugging the sapphire to his body in the center 
of the hold. Just beyond him stood a group of men. One held a torch, and another 
-- Guffna -- had a crowbar in his hands. The lock to the chest full of weapons had 
been struck -- but it was still intact. The men looked up as the two pirates entered 
the room.

"It's him!" said one of the goblins.
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"Open the chest!" urged the man with the torch.

Nim drew his sword, and the metal rang quietly in the hold as it left its scabbard. 
The sword was as black as midnight, slightly curved, and squarish at the end. Nim 
had taken it from an Aujnabian years ago and still considered it his greatest steal in 
all his years as a pirate. Lighter than most swords, easier to handle, it was also 
sharper and swifter.

"No," he said.

The room was quiet. Jabber looked at the dwarf, but the dwarf had his eyes on 
Guffna. Guffna, in turn, had his eyes on Nim's sword.

"Fuck it," he said, and swung the crowbar against the lock on the chest, striking it 
with a terrific clang.

It broke.

Nim sprang, and sliced the head off the closest pirate before the lock had even hit 
the floor. Blood sprayed the wooden ceiling of the hold. Nim swung around in a 
circle and put his sword through another of his mutinous crew. Jabber scuttled 
behind a crate, and Puddy lunged for him, but a goblin swung its fists at the dwarf, 
and he was forced to dodge its attack. He punched the goblin's kneecap so hard it 
shattered, and the goblin fell on top of him, screaming in pain. Puddy scrambled 
out from under it as Guffna and the human with the torch struggled to open the 
chest. The other pirates, unarmed as they were, tried to dodge Nim's sword, but in 
the cramped quarters of the hold it was virtually impossible. He cut down three 
more as he charged towards the chest, whose lid was even now rising in Guffna's 
hands.

The young dwarf with the bristly beard had a knife, and he slashed Puddy's arm 
with it. But the wound was only skin deep. Puddy punched the other dwarf in the 
nose and grabbed for the knife with his left arm. The younger dwarf cut him again, 
and blood poured down his elder's arm, but too late the younger dwarf realized 
that no knife was a serious enough weapon to deter one of his kindred who had 
lost their stone. Puddy tripped him and drove his foot down on the other dwarf's 
knife arm as it hit the floor, pinning it in place, and he would have killed the other 
dwarf with his bare hands, but at that moment two more mutineers -- a human 
and a goblin -- grabbed him, pulled him off their comrade, and threw him against a 
crate.
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Jabber perched on the edge of another crate, a little further from the action.

Nim flew towards Guffna, scattering the pirates ahead of him like a dust storm 
scattering loose grass, and cutting down those who were not quick enough to es-
cape him like a tiger slaughtering caged pigs. Guffna turned to face him and 
blocked a sword thrust with his crowbar. The pirate with the torch threw the 
chest open and handed his torch to another, pulling out a flail -- a spiked ball on 
the end of a long chain. But the hold was too tight for him to swing the weapon 
properly, and it could not get the proper momentum. Nim slammed into him 
sideways, knocking him off balance, and put his sword to Guffna's neck.

"No," he said again.

The other pirate stood holding his useless crowbar and didn't move.

Puddy tripped the pirate holding the torch before he dove into the crate and 
grabbed his battleaxe. The few remaining mutineers surrendered.

Soon after, Jabber witnessed the strangest ceremony he had ever seen. Jabber had 
seen many strange ceremonies. He inherited his uncle's wanderlust, and it was this 
misfortune that brought him into contact with the animal trappers who had taken 
him to Vorannil Koth and sold him into slavery (as far as he could tell). He had 
travelled to many places, and seen many things. He had watched elephants bury 
their dead. He had watched the courtship ritual of the Munrula eagles, the sleek 
predators of Munrula Bay, who first fight in midair, and then mate, all the while fal-
ling to the water below. If neither male nor female wins the fight before they hit 
the water, the mating never happens, for the fall kills them instantly. The world is 
full of strange things, both magnificent and terrible. Jabber had seen enough of 
them to guess how many more there might be.

But he never guessed how savage the hairless ones could be -- for with their 
clothes, their weapons, their ships and their money, they were a thousand times 
more complex than his simple tribe had ever been. The one called Guffna was put 
to the death -- but only the one called Guffna. The others were locked in a room 
for days, until they had beaten each other senseless, blaming each other for their 
misfortune. Guffna alone was executed, although Nim had killed many others be-
side Guffna just to stop him from opening the chest. And although Jabber had to 
return Puddy's stone, he was not punished at all. Nim and Puddy both fed him rum 
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and plums for days, and when they executed Guffna, he was sitting on Nim's 
shoulder.

Guffna's execution was a terrible thing. First the pirates threw the bloody bodies 
of the mutineers overboard. Soon the waves were churning in the moonlight, 
white foam rising around the frantic convulsing water, below which lurked a snaky 
mess of sharks. The sharks frenzied in response to the blood, biting each other and 
even themselves in their madness, so murderous and brainless Jabber wondered if 
they were really alive. They seemed more like a storm of blood and teeth than 
anything else.

Then a plank was extended off the side of the boat, and Guffna was made to walk 
it. Nim stood at the edge of the boat and held his sword to Guffna's back, until 
Guffna walked off the end of the plank and fell. He was shredded instantly by the 
writhing mass of destruction waiting in the water. Nim's shoulders felt strange. 
Jabber imagined he was no longer perching on the shoulder of a living being, but 
sitting on a rock.
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The above is almost all I wrote, and fully all I still have.

Here's the rest of the story:

Morg sends Nim to Shulg to pick up TTAM for Burimaipeh Fon. Shulg gives Lobei 
TTAM. Lobei rediscovers her faith. Nim arrives, and Lobei recognizes him. He at-
tacks, but she casts a spell on him and he falls in love with her. Nim and Lobei re-
turn to Vorannil Koth, and Lobei introduces TTAM to the priesthood of Ama. She 
is branded a heretic and severely chastised. She denounces the priesthood, leaves 
the church, and begins teaching random people about Ama, using TTAM to give 
them the experience of Ama's love. Nim's criminal background enables them to 
organize an illegal church, underground in caverns near the entrance to the un-
derworld, the home of the dwarves and dark elves.

The church picks up rhythmic music as a key element, from the tribal drums of 
dwarven culture. (Dwarves deep underground communicate by drum, and have 
for many thousands of years, and drums are the only instruments in dwarven mu-
sic. Even the melodies are played on pitched drums.) Under the influence of 
TTAM, at one of these party/church things, the monkey reveals that he can talk, 
and tells Nim and Lobei the story of his life. Long after the spell wears off, Nim is 
still in love with Lobei, and soon Lobei falls in love with Nim.

The Chief Inquisitor arrests and imprisons Nim. The vampires, working with Buri-
maipeh Fon, induce a solar eclipse and rampage through the city in broad daylight 
for several days. (This was written years before I ever heard of 30 Days of Night.) 
The monkey rescues Nim, releasing him from a tower, and there's a daring escape 
and chase across the rooftops of the city. Our heroes escape the Chief Inquisitor, 
but then save his life when he's attacked by vampires. He's thrown off a roof and 
badly injured, but Lobei heals him with her goddess magic.

He gets them inside the church, where Lobei uses her magic, and an ancient arti-
fact, to summon the sun and save the city. The vampire who speaks in the first-
person chapters experiences pure bliss as a result. In this world vampires do not 
feel pain when the loving light of the sun goddess shines on them. They melt into 
her embrace. To the undead, death is a great gift, and there is no pain in being de-
stroyed by Ama's kindness.

Saving the entire city gives Lobei's new sect of Ama credibility, and they all live 
happily ever after.
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